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TODAY 3
Editor's Comment
The century is the standard meas-urement of history. Nobel Laure-
ate Elias Canetti calls centuries "the
sacks into which men stuff everything
they consider important." A hundred
years is long enough to test an insti-
tution and the validity of its found-
ing concept, enough perspective to
reveal its true character, uncolored by
the vacillations of the decades.
So what do Whitworth's hundred
years reveal? That it remains, as in
the beginning, Presbyterian, liberal
arts, residential, committed to teach-
ing each student as an individual, and
concerned for all dimensions of stu-
dents' development. Butbeyond con-
sistency.of purpose, has there been a
consistency of result? Does some com-
mon factor set Whitworth people
apart?
For six weeks, those of us plan-
ning the centennial observance
struggled with the question. The an-
swer we found springs from deep
within the Christian character. We
found it in Jesus' words, "as you do it
to one of the least of these, my breth-
ren, you do it to me."
And we found it in the American
tradition. Alexis de Tocqueville, the
19thCentury's keenest observer of the
American character, wrote, "I have
seen Americans make really great sac-
rifices for the common good ... the
American heart easily inclines toward
benevolence."
Whitworth people, decade after
decade, are people who make a world
of difference. And so a centennial
theme was born - Make a World of
Difference. The form is a command,
a reminder that such work is never
done.
With this issue of Whitworth To-
day, we begin an examination of the
theme with a story of Whitworth
people working among the homeless.
Associate Editor John Carter found
Roger and Patty Capron on their way
to Guatemala, Bret Stein just back
from the Bolivian rainforests, Brad
McGuire organizing art classes in
Berkeley, and James Raskell taking
groceries to Spokane families living
in cars and tents. All are bent on
making a difference. And they're
needed more than ever.
The tradition Tocqueville found so
prevalent when he visited the young
American democracy in 1830 has
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faded. In 1985,sociologist Robert Bel-
lah revisited the mores Tocqueville
called "habits of the heart" and found
that fragmentation and isolation have
caused us to "commit what to the re-
publican founders of our nation was
the cardinal sin. We have put our
own good as individuals, as groups,
as a nation, ahead of the common
good. J30th testaments (of the Bible)
make it clear," Bellah writes, "that
societies sharply divided between rich
ACADEMIC
AprIl
5-11 Pre-registration
May
9 ReadingDay
10-12 FinalExams
14 Baccalaureate/Commencement,
1 p.m., Opera House
CULWRAL
AprIl
3 Forum: Cynthia Rowland
McClure, on struggles, 11:15
a.m., Cowles Auditorium
6 Lecture:Richard Evans in Elder
Forum, 10 a.m., Lindaman Cen-
ter
7 Forum:WorldHealthDay,11:15
a.m., Cowles Auditorium
7,8 Theatre: "Quilters," 8 p.m.,
Cowles Auditorium
9 Theatre: "Quitters," 7 p.m.,
Cowles Auditorium
10 Forum: Ron Numbers on crea-
tionism, 11:15 a.m., Cowles Au-
ditorium
11 Lecture:Ruth Currie-McDaniel,
Women in Transition, 1:30 p.m.,
Lindaman Center
14 Forum: Wes Pippert on Israel,
11:15 a.m., Cowles Auditorium
17 Forum: Evangelist Louis Palau,
11:15 a.m., Cowles Auditorium
18 Lecture: Ruth Currie-McDaniel,
Women in Transition, 1:30 p.m.,
Lindaman Center
21 Forum: Irish storytelling by
David McCourt, 11:15 a.m.,
Cowles Auditorium
and poor are not in accord with the
will of God."
The likes of the Caprons, Steins,
McGuires and Raskells reassure us.
After a century, Whitworth College
still prepares people to go out and
make a world of difference.
- Linda Sharman, Editor
22 Springiest '89, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.,
campus
23 Music: Whitworth Chamber
Singers Spring Concert, 7:30
p.m., Messiah Lutheran Church
24 Forum: Debate, 11:15 a.m.,
Cowles Auditorium
28 Forum:DavidWhyte on Celtic
spirituality,11:15a.m., Cowles
Auditorium
28-30 Dance:WhitworthBalletSpring
Performance, Cowles Audito-
rium
30 WhitworthCollegeArt Depart-
ment Alumni Exhibit
ThroughMay17.
May
1 Forum: Paul Loeb on big issues,
11:15 a.m., Cowles Auditorium
4 Lecture: Diana Marks, in Elder
Forum, 10 a.m., Lindaman Cen-
ter
5 Forum: Whitworth Jazz Band,
11:15 a.m., Cowles Auditorium
7 Music:ClarinetRecital,3 p.m.,
RecitalHall
7 Music: Whitworth Wind En-
semble,8 p.m.,CowlesAudito-
rium
8 Forum: Honors Forum, 11:15
a.m., Cowles Auditorium
13 Music: Concert in the Loop, 2
p.m., campus
13 Music: Honors Recital, 2 p.m.,
RecitalHall
24 Lecture:LindaAllen,2:00p.m.,
Lindaman Center
July
24-29 Conference:Institute01Ministry,
WhitworthCollege
By formal vote during the Boardof Trustees meeting last Novem-
ber, former president Robert H.
Mounce is now President Emeritus
of Whitworth College. The honorary
position was bestowed upon him as
a symbol of the trustees' appreciation
for his work at the college.
Dr. Mounce was president of
Whitworth College from 1981 until
his retirement in 1987. He is now the
senior pastor at Christ Community
Church in Walnut Creek, Calif.
Not only was Greg Hamann
elected president of the Northwest
College Personnel Association last
fall, but his photo was in all the local
papers. Hamann has been Associate
Dean of Students at Whitworth for
five years. He received his master's
degree in counseling from Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School.
The association is composed of stu-
dent service administrators and coun-
selors from more than 100 colleges
and universities in the Northwest.
Mathematics professor Deane
Arganbright will spend some more
enchanted evenings in the South
Pacific. Thanks to a Fulbright Lec-
tureship Award, Arganbright is lec-
turing on mathematics and computer
science at the University of Papua
New Guinea for the balance of 1989.
In previous trips, he taught at UPNG
from 1974 to 1976and was a Visiting
Fellow at Bendigo College of Ad-
vanced Education in Australia in
1985.
It's easier to stay afloat in Colom-
bia these days after swimming coach
Thomas Dodd's visit to that country
last year. Swimmers in Bogota, Iba-
gue, Pereira and Barranquilla were
treated to intense training sessions on
style, strokes and endurance. Dodd
was visiting as a goodwill ambassa-
dor for the United States Information
Agency's Sports America program.
The swimmers and officials were so
impressed with his "warmth, profes-
sional competence and flexible ap-
proach" that he has been invited back
by the Comfenalco Club in Bogota to
lead a three month coaching program
"at his earliest convenience."
Associate Professor ofMusic Rand;
Ellefson returned for an encore per-
In the World
F. Dale Bruner,
professor of religion
formance at the Minnesota Valley
Chorale's 10th anniversary concert on
Nov. 19. Ellefson was the guest con-
ductor of the chorale, which he
founded in 1978and directed for five
years while he was teaching at Be-
thany Lutheran College in Mankato,
Minn. After he conducted Bach's
Magnificat at the anniversary concert,
the past and present members of the
chorale threw a banquet in his honor.
She's headed for "a land down un-
der." Sophomore Emily Kelly was
nominated last fall as a delegate to
the Seventh Assembly of the World
Council of Churches in Canberra,
Australia in 1991. If the General As-
Randi Von Ellefson,
choral director
sembly accepts her nomination at its
next meeting in May, Kelly will be
one of only eight clergy and lay
people to represent the entire Pres-
byterian Church (U.s.A.) in Canberra.
Dale Bruner, professor of religion,
got his first look at Eastern Europe as
the Bible teacher for a week-long
World Vision Pastors' Conference in
Novi Sad, Yugoslavia. The confer-
ence brought together pastors from
Baptist, Pentecostal, Reformed, Lu-
theran and Catholic churches across
Yugoslavia.
Education professors Doris Uebert
and Carol Ann Hollar showed edu-
cators from the rest of the nation how
to run a cross-cultural education pro-
gram at the Association for Supervi-
sors of Curriculum Development
(ASCD) annual conference in
Orlando, Fla. in March. Liebert and
Hollar teamed up to present an in-
formative "Action Lab" describing
how the Education department's
program gives students the chance to
teach children of another culture.
Whitworth's program began five
years ago as an experiment, and now
enrolls nearly 100students in Alaska,
San Francisco, Philadelphia, Guate-
mala, Jamaica, Hawaii, and all over
the Northwest during Jan Term. Be-
ginning next year, Washington state
law will require students who apply
for education certification to have ex-
perience teaching in minority cul-
tures.
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•ig up your annual SEPTEMBER
and y Uli dorm ~
sweats irt, check 6 Humorist Mark Russell
your calendar and at the Opera House,O
•
Spokane.make your 'travel lans. Next
)C@ar,from September. 8 Opening Convocation A
through)4ay, will be the 0 President Arthur De Jon~
once-in-a-lumdred-years time 8 Centennial
to get back to campus. 0 Golf TournamentO
Take a plane from Bangkok, •
or a bike from Brentwood, 15 Kickoff
but be on hand wJlen t e • T e Centennial Campaign
Whitworth family gathers for
the biggest birthday of them
all, the lOOt
Our theme is "Make a ~
World of Difference." Events V
will showcase both the
significant differences
Whitworth has made in the
past and its plans for great
deeds in the future.
Stimulating speakers,
wonderful entertainment and
joyful events will fill the
year's calendar. A detailed
schedule is coming later, but
here are some highlights:
•
D
o •
OCTOBER. 0
3 GregSIag,
pianist with S£okane Syrn-
phony at the
Metropolitan Performing
Arts Center, Spokane
lD-12 Lectures ~
Lindaman Distinguished
Scholar Robert r-....t:jIJ. Goudzwaard, 'I
international economist
•
14-15 Centennial Homecomin
NOVEM ER •
7-8 Simpso~Duvall ures
Robert McAfee Brown and
Sydney Thompson Brown <
Wind Ensemble Concert
Jazz Concert
Guest Artist TBA
Il-,
J
-F
8 0.. \)
maC ntur¥':-_----
o Q].
• APRILDECEMBER
It4-10
7-8 Choir Christmas Concerto Seattle and Spokane
JANUARY ~
Palm Sunday Concert.
"The St. John Passion"
Whitworth Choir, St.
John's Cathedral, Spokane
22-29 Centennial Celebration
Week
8A Centennial Whitworth
Christmas •
o The WhitworthCentennial on the Road.
Watch for it in your city.
27 Fine Arts Gala at the Met,
Spokane
28 Centennial Banquet,
Spokane Trade and Con-
vention Center
Headline speaker, TBA
29 AII-City Worship Spokane
Opera House
FEBRUARY
)
16 Moldenhauer Piano
Concert
Guest Artist TBA
MAY
18 Handbell Ring·ln
19-23 Founder's Week
Celebration of Our
Heritage
12-13 Conference
Ethics in Athletics
20 Commencement
<)
20 Founder's Day Banquet
Dr. Clarence Simpson,
professor of English
emeritus
MARCH
1-4 Conference
Liberal Arts in the
Context of Faith•
15-16 Staley Lectures
Dr. Martin Marty,
theologian
26-30 Wind Ensemble
Tour
Whitworth News
The Murdock Grant:
Patience and
Teamwork Add Up
to a Big Pay Off
Randy Michaelis, '74, director ofcomputer education, reaches for
the Murdock file in the bottom
drawer. It expands to twice the width
of a computer mouse as he sets it
down near his computer. Professor
of Mathematics and Computer
ScienceHoward Gage, '62, sits nearby,
his smile nearly as broad as the mini-
ature smiling computer displayed on
the monitor at his side.
These two men were the driving
force behind the college's proposal to
the Murdock Charitable Trust Foun-
dation, which after more than three
years of work earned Whitworth Col-
lege a grant for $652,000last fall.
In the small office bulging with
hardware, Michaelis and Gage talk
enthusiastically about integrating the
computers with each department's
curriculum.
Some have already begun. Two
art students conducted independent
studies during Jan Term to learn how
to use the art department's new color
computer for graphic design. Associ-
ate Professor of Art Walter "Spike"
Grosvenor, '63, commissioned them
to find out from area businesses how
Whitworth can train its art students
in marketable graphic design skills.
On the other side of campus, Profes-
sor of Music Tom Tavener has begun
learning to use his department's new
computer to compose music. For
some departments this is a first giant
step into the magical world of com-
puters.
The process began in 1985 with
Gage's idea of expanding Whit-
worth's computer education lab.
When Michaelis was hired to teach
computer education and direct the
computer education lab, he joined
Gage and the other members of the
Academic Com-puting Committee in
preparing the proposal.
Once the search focused on the
Murdock Foundation, VicePresident
for Development Joseph Black and
Capital Campaign Director Jon Flora
helped refine the "wish lists" down
to a specific request. Former Presi-
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Dynamic duo plus one: Ken Pecka, '80, Howard Gage, '62, and Randy Michaelis, '74.
dent Robert H. Mounce also gave the
project a boost by cultivating a good
relationship with the directors of the
Vancouver, Washington-based foun-
dation.
Academic Dean Darrell Guder and
Michaeliswrote the final proposal and
President Arthur De Jong placed it in
the Murdock Foundation's hands in
February, 1988. That Spring term
passed without any word. Summer
rolled around, but still no response.
Gage began to wonder if his dream
of an expanded computer science de-
partment would still become a real-
ity. Michaelis left for Washington
State University to work on his doc-
toral research. The grant proposal
must have been too late, they thought.
In late July, Michaelis was in his
graduate dormitory room. Shortly af-
ter 10 p.m., there was a knock at the
door. Associate mathematics profes-
sor Martha Nelson and Gordon
Watanabe, Director of International
and Minority Student Affairs, stood
there with ice cream bars, champagne,
and good news: a grant of $652,000
had been approved by the Murdock
Foundation. Michaelis called Gage
and both laughed with relief - "Can
you believe we got it?"
The reality of the accomplishment
began to sink in as the committee
started placing orders for computers.
The search for a director of academic
computing also began in earnest.
In January, Ken Pecka, '80, was
hired as director of academic com-
puting. He will take over the duties
of administrating the grant. Pecka
sees his role as keeping in touch with
local industries that use computers,
along with giving advice to campus
departments. The goal is for busi-
ness and academia to serve each other,
and Whitworth's students, better.
New Master's Program
Whitworth will offer a master'sdegree in cross-cultural studies
to round out the Spokane Intercolle-
giate Research and Technology Insti-
tute (SIRTI), President Arthur De
Jong announced at a City Hall news
conference.
Whitworth joins Washington State,
Eastern Washington and Gonzaga
Universities as well as the Commu-
nity Colleges of Spokane as a mem-
ber of the planned center. SIRTIwill
support Spokane's economic devel-
opment by offering programs in en-
gineering, computer science, and
technology.
The college's efforts will comple-
ment those programs. "Having built
our mission and national reputation
on the liberal arts, it took us some
time to design a program that fit both
our strengths and the definition of a
research and technology center," De
Jong said.
Whitworth's program will empha-
At SIRTI's site: (clockwise from front) Whitworth's Dan Sanford, '64, director of International
studies, Gonzaga President Bernard J. Coughlin, EWU President Alexander Schilt, Bill Gray,
WSU - Spokane and Wayne Elinger, Community Colleges of Spokane.
size the Pacific Rim countries, offer-
ing courses in language and cultural
differences, particularly as they relate
to commerce. Internships in interna-
tional settings will be an important
component of the program.
Recent graduates and people in-
volved in foreign trade who want to
prepare for international careers in
government, business, or the church
will benefit from Whitworth's pro-
gram. The college already exchanges
students with seven higher education
institutions in East Asia. History
Professor Dan Santoni, who spent
last fall in South Korea on a Fulbright
research grant, will develop the mas-
ter's program over the next five years.
Trust Provides
Peace of Mind
For Whitworth Trustee Morris"Morrey" Plotkin and his wife.
Marjorie, helping others is a way of
life. Generous supporters of Whit-
worth College, they are also active in
their church and community. The
Plotkins take no personal credit for
their altruism. "We are pleased we
are able to give to the college, and we
thank God that we are willing to do
it," Morrey said.
A successful businessman with a
devoted family,he has one major con-
cern - financial planning for the fu-
ture of his developmentally disabled
daughter, Lisa Marie. In his words,
"Marge and I know we aren't immor-
tal, and we want to make sure that
Lisa will never have to be concerned
about resources for her care."
Through unique trust arrangements,
the Plotkins now have peace of mind
concerning her welfare.
Here is how it works: The Plotkins
funded a Charitable Remainder Uni-
trust with $50,000 in cash. They re-
ceived an immediate charitable de-
duction for their donation. During
their lifetime, an annual income based
on a percentage of the trust value will
be paid to them. A financial coun-
selor by profession, Plotkin is well-
qualified for his role as co-trustee.
The Plotkins have arranged to add
to the trust with a transfer of real es-
tate valued at $450,000 after their
lives. This will ensure their estate
avoids a large federal estate tax. With
this additional funding, income from
the unitrust will be paid into a sec-
ond trust, the Lisa Marie Plotkin Care
Trust. Acting as co-trustee, the Whit-
worth Foundation will coordinate
The Plotkins: Morrey, Marge and Lisa.
with state and federal programs to
ensure Lisa's continual care.
After Lisa's lifetime, half of the
trust principal will go to the Lisa
Marie Plotkin Scholarship Fund for
disabled students or those planning a
career with disabled persons. The
other half will go to the college's en-
dowment fund.
Morrey investigated other options
for Lisa's care, but chose the Whit-
worth Foundation. "I could have
worked through other institutions,
but they were too distant and too im-
personal ... they also lacked the com-
mon bond of Christian faith that
Whitworth offers," he said, citing his
"high regard for the Board of the
Whitworth Foundation and what they
are trying to do" as a major reason
for establishing his trusts with Whit-
worth.
The Plotkins had another motive
as well. "We have a high regard for
the missions statement of Whitworth
College. We believe it. We appreciate
the Christian foundation as reflected
in the administration and faculty and
a good number of the students ... we
have an interest in helping young
people, and we know the college will
be there long after we are gone."
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Talk of the Town: Powers congratulated by Trustee Wanda Cowles and her husband James.
Whitworth News
Spokane Columnist
Dorothy Powers
Honored
Dorothy Powers, whose land-mark career as a journalist spans
five decades, received Whitworth's
Distinguished Community Service
Award at a dinner in her honor in
November 1988at the Spokane Club.
The award recognizes outstanding
achievement in service to the Spokane
community. Powers was chosen for
her contribution to the field of jour-
nalism and her service to human
needs, especially as head of the
Spokesman- Review's Christmas
Fund.
Powers took over the Christmas
Fund in 1953, and has raised more
than $2.2million for Spokane's needy.
Her "Talk of the Town" column,
which debuted in 1954, also created
public awareness of individuals in
need. Powers' readers donated $8,000
to pay for the rehabilitation of an
Idaho boy who lost both legs in a hay
baler accident. Readers responded
with $3,500 for a 5-year-old Spokane
boy who lost a leg in a car accident.
Her columns on the Candy Rogers
murder case led to the establishment
of the first crime detection laboratory
in the city.
"Through her columns, she has
moved people to action, to under-
standing and to sympathy," said Trus-
tee Dorothy McLarren. "She has also
been an inspiration to women to ex-
cel in their fields of endeavor and to
attempt things that were not com-
monly done by women."
In pursuit of a story, Powers wasn't~-¢'~
Inside glasnost: Soviet Journalist Michael Nakoryakov spoke to a Russian culture class on
campus. "We have passed the point of being able to go back," he said of Gorbachev's
reforms. "I don't know where we will go; we just won't go back."
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limited by convention. She had her-
self thrown in jail to show conditions
in the former women's prison in
Spokane. She ate, worked and lived
alongside women inmates to expose
herself to life in the state penitentiary.
She was the first woman in the
United States to fly in a Strategic Air
Command tactical jet, making an 8-
hour mission with a SAC crew. To
understand the viewpoint of the men-
tally ill, she had herself committed to
Eastern State Hospital.
Powers has received a number of
honors during her journalism career,
including the National Headliner
Award for general excellence in news
writing in 1958and "National Head-
liner of the Year" award for creative
reporting in 1959. In 1960, she re-
ceived the Ernie Pyle Memorial
Award for excellence in feature writ-
ing, the first woman to do so. In 1977,
she became the first woman editorial
page editor in the history of the
Spokesman-Review. She was named
associate editor of the Spokesman-
Review/Spokane Chronicle in 1983,
five years before her retirement.
The past three recipients of the
award were Eleanor Chase, 1983,
Wanda Cowles, 1985 and Edward
Tsutakawa, 1987.
Nursing Scholarship
Honors Quail
Professor emeritus Alvin B. Quailis devoted to the education of
nursing students in the Spokane area.
His involvement with the Deaconess
Hospital Advisory Committee and the
State Nursing Advisory Board is part
of a healthy relationship that culmi-
nated this year with the establishment
of the Alvin B. Quail Nursing Scholar-
ship.
The scholarship is available to stu-
dents enrolled in the Intercollegiate
Center for Nursing Education (ICNE)
through Whitworth for at least one
semester. Students who show finan-
cial need and achieve a 3.0 gpa are
eligible, particularly those who dem-
onstrate creativity, initiative and am-
bition in pursuing their college and
career goals.
Dr. Quail came to Whitworth Col-
lege in 1953as an education professor.
Soon he was deeply involved in
Spokane's nursing education pro-
grams. He played an important role
in creating the ICNE, a consortium
made up of Washington State Univer-
sity, Eastern Washington University,
and Whitworth College.
Friends ofDr. Quall may add to the
scholarship endowment by sending
checks payable to Whitworth College
to Charlene Clark, Intercollegiate Cen-
ter for Nursing Education, W. 2917 Ft.
George Wright Dr., Spokane, Wash.
99204.
On the hot seat: Student teacher Melinda
Prekeges, '88, holds her own In a mock job
Interview with three public school administra-
tors. The education department's Job Search
Workshop helped graduating students pre-
pare for the toughest part of becoming a
teacher - landing their first job.
Highest honor: "For their kindness, generosity and hospitality to Whitworth students
throughout the years," Ingwer and Ruth Thomsen received the George Frederick Whitworth
Medal. Ingwer, 92, has served the college as a trustee since 1952.
BN Foundation
Feeling Generous
Nearly all of Washington's tenindependent colleges and univer-
sities are celebrating their centennials
along with the state this year. In
honor of all these round numbers, the
Burlington Northern Foundation has
established a $50,000Centennial Chal-
lenge fund.
The Foundation will match every
new or increased dollar in unre-
stricted gifts to the Independent Col-
leges of Washington (ICW).
As a member of ICW, Whitworth
receives a portion of each unrestricted
gift given to private higher education
in Washington. Founded in 1952,
ICW enables corporations and foun-
dations to contribute to all of its
member colleges and universities or
to specific ones.
Burlington Northern Foundation is
Washington's second largest corpo-
rate philanthropist, behind the Boe-
ing Company. It already funds the
Burlington Northern Faculty Achieve-
ment Awards at Whitworth and on
campuses across the state. Its gen-
erosity to Whitworth has included
$11,000 for work on Cowles Audito-
rium, a $50,000 challenge grant for
library collections and a $250,000
matching grant for science laboratory
equipment.
Whitworth Auxiliary
Has •A Banner Year'
Hard work and dedication by the35-member Whitworth Auxiliary
resulted in $18,500worth of improve-
ments on residence hall lounges in
1988. "It was a banner year," says
Auxiliary President Betty Heid.
"We've never come close to accom-
plishing as much in a single year,"
she reports.
The organization has been buying
carpeting, draperies and furniture for
Whitworth residence hall lounges for
many years. Its two annual fund-rais-
ing events, a Fall bazaar and lunch-
eon and a Spring style show and tea,
provide the funds for the project.
Associate Dean of Students Greg
Hamann is the Auxiliary's main cam-
pus contact. "He is a great help,"
Heid says. "He arranges for students
to express their preferences about col-
ors and how they want their lounge
space to be used."
In 1988, the group completed proj-
ects in Arend, Baldwin-Jenkins and
Stewart Halls and Schumacher Health
Center. Founded in 1916, the Whit-
worth Auxiliary'sA guiding light for
many years has been Dorothy Farr
Dixon, '23. Though she's retired from
active participation, she still provides
inspiration to Auxiliary members.
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The Milkman
Whitworth alumni battle
hunger and homelessness
with hammers, computers
and day-old bread
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"A couple of days before Christmas,
1said to my wife, 'We've only had
powdered milk to give out to
people, and now even that's run out.
Wouldn't it be great if we had some real
milk?'"
Jim Raskell, 79, has launched into a story
with the enthusiasm he puts into everything
he does. And when the subject is helping
people in need, he does a lot.
"I was distributing food for the St. Vincent
De Paul Society at the time, and 1headed out
on a delivery run. About an hour later the
phone rang. 'I need your help,' said the caller,
a friend who provided us with food from time
to time. T ve got all of this milk that will be
out of date soon. Can you please come pick it
up?'"
Raskell is accustomed to receiving calls
from a network of local suppliers who keep
the society's distribution program running.
While most requests are not answered so
quickly, something else was unusual about
this offer: its size.
"We loaded four station wagon loads of
milk that day" he says. "It filled all three
freezers at St. Vincent's, the freezer at St.
Patrick's (Catholic Church on Spokane's
northside), one in our house and we even had
milk stacked on top of the freezer in our ga-
rage.
"We had every type you could think of -
whole milk, skim milk, chocolate milk, acido-
philus, from half-pint to gallon sizes, along
with cheese, cottage cheese, margarine, and
yogurt."
Once word got out of the windfall, St.
Vincent's distribution system surged into ac-
tion, giving out all of the dairy products within
by John F. Carter
24 hours.
"That was a good thing, too," Raskell adds,
"because we loaded another four carloads the
next day and then the day after that. Each
time we got it in and it went out within a day.
And then the whole thing happened again for
three days after New Years. We passed out
milk for days.
"The Good Lord gave us a real treat' We
called it our Christmas miracle."
Raskell takes a breath and prepares to let
loose with another tale. Like turning on a
faucet, they tend to flow out of him.
When Raskell speaks, just a touch of his
native West Virginia clings to his voice. A
career military man, he completed a degree at
Whitworth after retiring from the service.
Once he and his wife Dawn settled in Spokane,
they proceeded to get involved in a host of
things worth talking about.
First Raskell and then his wife served on
the board of directors of the Northeast Neigh-
borhood Center. "We laid the groundwork
for the medical care that low income families
can get at the center. Now the center is served
by volunteer doctors and nurses. It also gives
out money for prescription medication and
bus tokens for getting to the doctor."
On the Catholic Charities Energy Board, he
worked with the neighborhood centers and
Washington Water Power to arrange energy
grants and government loans. "Poor home-
owners got insulation and new roofs. And
we helped people budget their heat and light
payments. If that didn't work, the board paid
their bills to keep them from losing their
power."
In between board meetings, he distributed
food and free clothes around the Hillyard
neighborhood for St. Patrick's Church. When
supplies ran low,he bought food in bulk from
the FairchildA.F.B.commissary or contributed
canned vegetables from his own garden. He
worked in the local office of Habitat for Hu-
manity and tore the old roof off a house it was
renovating. And he was Eastern Washington
secretary for the St. Vincent De Paul Society
when he wasn't keeping Spokane awash in
milk.
"Anytime you can help, it makes a differ-
ence," Raskell says.
Delivering food for Saints Vincent and Pat-
rick, he's seen the faces of hunger.
"There was the man who lived in a gas
station men's room. They let him stay there at
night, and all he had was a coat and a bat-
tered car seat to sleep on.
"Or the Liberty Lake home where I
dropped off some groceries and this kid
grabbed a box of cereal and started wolfing it
down. His folks told me they had run out of
Jim Raskell, '79
"For I was
hungry and you
gave me
something to
eat, I was thirsty
and you
gave me
something to
d . k "rm ...
- Matthew 25:35
Mission Impossible Team
For 37 years Spokane's Union Gospel
Mission has followed the biblical mandate
to feed the hungry, shelter the homeless
and proclaim God's good news to the poor.
Some days the task seems like "Mission
Impossible."
As the number of people who need help
has mushroomed, the Mission's aging brick
building on the edge of downtown has
taken on the frayed and patched appear-
ance of the people it serves. When evening
falls inside the cramped quarters, every
available foot of floor space is covered with
the inert bodies of sleeping men.
Now, with the help of a cadre of Whit-
worth people, the Mission's neon sign will
shine over a new facility a mile east of
downtown - one with enough room to
expand its rehabilitation programs while
offering everyone a warm meal and an ac-
tual bed for the night.
To make this new home for the home-
less a reality will take money; $3 million
dollars of it. The campaign to raise that
amount is headed by Jack Hatch, former
chair of the Whitworth College board of
trustees, and by fellow trustee Eleanor
Chase, '41, who serves as the campaign's
honorary chair. At the ceremony to kick-
off the fundraising effort, the head table
was top heavy with Whitworth faces, in-
cluding President Arthur De Jong and trus-
tees Werner Rosenquist, '40, and Haydn
Morgan.
To get the word out about the Mission
campaign, Greg Hatch, '74, directs a steady
flow of ads, publicity and materials for the
news media. If he wants to help a TV re-
porter find a story, he can turn to student
interns like Lisa McCullough, '89, and Pete
Christensen, '89. They interviewed dozens
of transient men in search of people whose
lives illustrate the Mission's vital work in
Spokane.
And when civic groups call for someone
to talk about the new Mission, Damon Me-
Cauley, '88, lines up a speaker, while intern
Darrell Hallenbrook, '91, writes letters ex-
plaining the campaign to anyone who asks.
The May 10 groundbreaking will be a
chance for everyone in the campaign, from
the chairs to the interns, to look toward
their goal - making a new home for the
homeless a "Mission Accomplished."
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The
Healing Arts
food the day before.
"Or would you believe a family of nine
that had driven all the way from Georgia and
were living in a pickup truck at a car wash.
They had three kids that slept under a tarp in
the back. When I found them they were liv-
ing on raw onions, and it wasn't even their
truck. They had stolen it!"
Raskell does what he can, delivering food
and clothes or finding people a place to stay.
He tries to keep both the problem and his
efforts in perspective.
"Anything we do is always temporary, just
a band-aid," he says. "But helping one per-
son means there's one less person who needs
help."
It's 7 a.m. and the aroma of bread fills
Raskell's station wagon. He's on his regular
Monday morning run for the House of Char-
ity, driving from one supermarket to another
loading up day old bakery goods. One pro-
duce outlet is also on his list as he negotiates
through Spokane's morning traffic.Along the
way he drops off loaves to households he
knows need help before arriving at the House
of Charity, a Catholic mission located in a plain
brick structure on a decaying stretch of Main
Avenue.
"The produce that's too far gone they put
on the back step for the taking. If I bring
them more bread than they need, it goes in a
side room for anyone to take. It disappears
pretty fast," he adds.
So do the hours now that Raskell and his
wife run a health products business out of
their home while he works part time at
Fairchild. The bread run is his primary con-
tact these days with the people he's served in
so many ways. Coronary problems have also
slowed him down this winter, but no one is
accusing Jim Raskell of having a weak heart.
His reward is in the faces of the people he's
fed and the families he's helped put back on
their feet.
"One family came to town with only one
lamp and a set of pots and pans to their name,"
he recalls. Promised a job as an ironworker,
the father brought his wife and five sons across
the country only to discover the company had
folded.
They turned to the St. Vincent De Paul So-
ciety and Jim Raskell. "I helped keep them all
fed while the Society found a house they could
afford and work they could do." For the iron-
worker, that meant repairing and fixing up
cars. For his wife, working in a nursing home.
"Today they own a 10 acre farm and some
cattle just out of town," he says. And they
"give a lot" to the St. Vincent De Paul Society
to help the next family that rides into town
with only a lamp and some pots and pans .•
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"Many who
were demon-
possessed were
brought to him,
and he drove out
the spirits with a
word and healed
all the sick."
- Matthew 8:16
Inalarge room just down the hill from theUniversity of California at Berkeley cam-pus, a local potter spends the evening
showing a group of people how to mold clay.
Another evening may offer mime shows, po-
etry reading or a chance to learn some new
dance steps.
A scene from the local YWCA? Not ex-
actly.
The people shaping clay are all homeless,
and this "art therapy" program is just one of
the innovative ways that the Berkeley Emer-
gency Food Project reaches out to that city's
dispossessed .
The man behind those programs is Brad
McGuire, '81. He believes the arts, and people
who care enough to share them, can bring
light into the darkest lives. "These artists want
to lend their skills and spirit to healing," he
says. "If they can get one drawing or line or
laugh from people, that makes it worthwhile."
When McGuire isn't contacting artists, he's
a full-time cook, counsellor and maintenance
man for the Food Project.Add to that the fact
that he's finishing off the last few classes he
needs to graduate in May from the Pacific
School of Religion, and Brad McGuire is a
busy man.
'When I take a Bible class, a pastoral care
class, or a drama class, I'm thinking of how I
can use them here. The class I'm taking on
muscles and motion this spring I can turn
into a movement therapy group this fall."
He also draws on his experience at Whit-
worth. An offensive guard on the varsity foot-
ball squad, McGuire took that understanding
of the benefits of teamwork and started his
own basketball team of homeless men.
"We're in a league and practice three times
a week. I think basketball and the arts have
the biggest potential to open people up, to
help them work out their problems."
On the top of his list is the problem of
addiction. "You're looking at a very addicted
group of people," he says. "For some, the
pain is too much to survive on the street with-
out drugs or alcohol. For others it's addiction
to behavior patterns that are often abusive.
"We've found that 'creating' can be an al-
ternative to addiction. When you are creating
something new, it's easier to let go of old hab-
its.
"Yousee these folks working on a drawing
or a sculpture, and they're creating pieces of
themselves, putting their whole soul into it."
In his role as counsellor,McGuire uses what
they've made to help them look at their life,
with all of its pain, in a new light.
"One woman kept saying 'I can't, I can't.
There's nothing inside:
"I'm there to say: 'Yesyou can. It's there;
you can bring it out:
"And when she did, it changed her life
profoundly. When you see that shift in a per-
son - when people heal - it's a work of
grace."
All of this grew out of a hippie soup
kitchen, and the Berkeley Emergency Food
Project still provides the basics expected of a
mission to the homeless. It serves an evening
meal on weekdays and runs men's and
women's shelters every night.
It also retains some of the ad hoc flavor
implied by its name. Likemany of the people
it serves, the organization itself is homeless.
The shelters rotate from one church base-
ment to another every two months. Three or
four art therapy programs are held each week
in other churches, their location depending
on what night of the week it is.
"It may even help that the Food Project
doesn't have a home of its own. The people
we serve pack up their things and go from
one place to another, just the way we move
our stuff from church to church. I guess we
understand their plight better.
"I suppose it's ironic justice that this or-
ganization is homeless," McGuire comments.
"Or maybe it's God's idea of humor."
Either way, the Food Project has stayed true
to its goal: Toprovide food and shelter, and to
enrich people's lives.
That's why "Drop-in Night" got started.
Three nights a week the Food Project turns a
church basement into a public living room.
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After wandering the malls, shooting hoops
or playing cards in a park, the homeless of
Berkeley drop in. They come to read, chat
with each other or join the art therapy groups.
McGuire spends his time talking and listen-
ing. "I think God put us here to live and learn
how we connect with one another."
The prospect of a place to feel welcome
acts like a melting pot, bringing people to-
gether in unlikely combinations. Carrole is a
Native American; she and her children are
regular visitors since their house burned
down. Dennis is single, white and without a
job after the plant where he worked shut its
doors. They are joined by John, an elderly
mental patient who has been on his own since
an institution discharged him ten years ago.
"There are groups of young black men and
even an occasional college graduate. We get
all kinds, although we're seeing more elderly
and more women with children," McGuire
observes. "As the homeless population has
changed, we've changed."
Healing, enrichment, understanding. As
McGuire has learned, the homeless need more
than just food and shelter. They need a home,
a place where they belong.
"They come here because they are accepted
here. Most of society rejects them outright all
day long, so to have a place where they are
welcome means a lot. Most of what we do is
hospitality and welcoming strangers.
"Wecreate a place for people who have no
place:' •
One step at a time: McGuire,
'81, In Berkeley.
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Building
on the Rock
Incarnational Learning
That's Brad McGuire's explanation of why
he spends more time in a homeless shelter than
in a seminary classroom. In a conversation
with Whitworth Today, McGuire, '81, shared a
pivotal experience that led to his commitment
to the Berkeley Emergency Food Project.
"After travelling on the [Whitworth Col-
lege] Central America study tour in '81 with
Ron Frase and seeing the poverty, I was
disappointed with my first year of semi-
nary. It was all book learning; there was
no contact with the real world.
"So my second year [ signed up for this
program sponsored by four Bay Area semi-
naries. It was like an internship; [ was
placed with the St. Anthony Foundation, a
Franciscan mission in the old Tenderloin
District of San Francisco where drugs and
prostitution are everywhere.
"There are 8,000 seniors living there.
Most of them are shut-ins in old hotels, so
there's a real isolation factor. For many it's
because they can't move around; others are
shut in by their fears.
"My job was to knock on doors. [vis-
ited and talked with the seniors, and deliv-
ered milk to some of the shut-ins.
"I had many a door slammed in my face.
"I also made some close friends. [vis-
ited one 83-year old woman named Betty
regularly. We would talk - actually mostly
she would talk - and I'd listen to her ad-
vice. She had lots of it!
"She had been abandoned by her fam-
ily; a lot of them have no family. Betty's in
the hospital now, but [ still keep in touch
with her. I'd say building that relationship
was the most rewarding thing of that year.
"Unlike a normal seminary class where
people bring only their own background,
this was learning that was grounded in
other people's lives. You can't escape it.
After all, education about God should not
happen in a vacuum.
"After that year, [chose to finish my re-
maining classes for seminary while [
worked full-time at the Food Project. That
way everything that happens and all of the
experiences are data for the classroom."
Tofind alit more abollt any of the organizations
described in this article, call (509) 466-3218 or
write to Whitworth Today, Station 7B,
Whitworth College, Spokane, Wash. 99251.
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"Therefore,
everyone who
hears these
words of mine
and puts them
into practice
is like a wise
man who built
his house on
the rock."
- Matthew 7:24
"y ou have to keep moving. If you sit
down or stand still for a moment,
the insects eat you alive."
Bret Stein's Bolivian hosts found it comical
to watch their thin-skinned guest in constant
motion. The Incas, who long ago descended
from the Andes to the Amazonian rain for-
ests, have always lived with mosquitos and
flies drifting into their thatched roof huts
through the gaps in the walls. Their skin has
been toughened by countless bites over the
years.
Stein, '84, was battling bugs in Bolivia as a
representative of Habitat for Humanity. A
Christian housing ministry, Habitat has the
modest goal of eliminating poverty housing
and homelessness from the face of the earth.
The isolated village of Alto Beni definitely
qualified for help.
"I set up a bookkeeping system, ordered
and purchased building materials, and helped
build the kiln that fired all of the bricks and
ceramic roof tiles for the houses they built,"
Stein remembers. "It was the most rewarding
project [ was on in my three years in South
America."
New homes don't come cheap, even in the
jungle. Habitat pays for the materials, but the
families that apply to join the project must
contribute 80 per cent of the labor for their
own house. Once it's completed, they give
one day a week to finishing their neighbors'
houses. They also take on a 15 year mort-
gage, with the payments recycled back to the
project to help pay for the next home.
As the number of new houses grew and
the project in Bolivia became self-perpetuat-
ing, Stein turned it over to local control and
moved on to another project in Costa Rica.
"All projects start with local initiative. Usu-
ally a nearby community sees the results and
applies for Habitat's help," Stein says. It's a
process that has grown to include more than
50 projects in 28 countries from Argentina to
Zambia.
Habitat also builds relationships, joining
First World volunteers and Third World fami-
lies in an equal partnership.
"It's important to remember that we're
there to learn from them; we receive a Jotmore
than we give. It's a chance to show that we
care and just be there as a witness," he ex-
plains.
"A lot of times we go down to build them
new houses, and they can do it on their own.
These people don't need charity, they need
capital."
In the year and a half he was there, Stein
watched the Indians of Alto Beni replace 45
cane-walled, dirt floor huts with solid brick
houses on concrete floors. And mosquito
screens on the windows.
"They're just so thrilled to get their new
house, some don't even move in for a couple
weeks. They can't believe it really belongs to
them. It's like a mansion or a house of gold
would be for us."
Before arriving in Bolivia, he was building
homes in a city 13,000 feet up the Andes in
Peru. "I laid a lot of bricks and did a lot of
plumbing," he recalls, but putting his values
to work wherever he found himself was the
most fulfilling part of serving with Habitat.
"There's so much more out there in the
world than 9 to 5 jobs, bills and pay checks.
There are so many ways to do good things for
others and for ourselves - to make the world
just a little better off."
Founded just twelve years ago in the sleepy
crossroads of Americus, Georgia, Habitat for
Humanity helped more than 2,000needy fami-
lies across the globe build or renovate homes
last year. That number should double again
in 1989, amounting to nearly a dozen new
houses every day. The fastest growth has
taken place in the U.S. and Canada, where 15
Habitat projects have ballooned to 330 in the
last seven years.
Millard Fuller is the man responsible for
all of this. A self-made millionaire who gave
it all away, his vision of a world without
shacks, homeless people or decaying slums
has proved contagious.
In his words, "Habitat for Humanity has
become a movement of God's spirit in our
time."
Bret Stein's enthusiasm for Habitat has in-
spired other Whitworthians to make Millard
Fuller's vision their own. Stein's descriptions
of Bolivia and Peru led Chaplain Ron Frase to
include a Habitat house-raising in Guatemala
as part of Whitworth's Central America study
tour itinerary.
After taking part in the Spring 1987 study
tour, Kurt Liebert, '88, and Michael Barram,
'89, brought an interest in Habitat back to the
college. Liebert organized the first all-cam-
pus Moron-a-thon, a parody of an ironman
triathlon that used the inspired lunacy of a
Monty Python sketch to raise money for
Habitat's work in Spokane.
Barram spearheaded setting up a chapter
on campus last summer - only the fifth col-
lege chapter to be chartered. Since then
Habitat's presence on campuses has expanded
Thu
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at the same geometric rate as the rest of the
organization. By the end of this year more
than 100 colleges will have chapters.
"It's already one of the busiest and most
active clubs on campus," says Barram who
spends several Saturdays each semester push-
ing wheelbarrows filled with gravel around
the Spokane chapter's latest project.
"It's so tangible. Instead of sending your
money across the world, you can spend three
hours pounding nails and know you've actu-
ally helped someone."
When Barram represented Whitworth at
Habitat's 12th anniversary celebration in At-
lanta last September, he found a couple who
are following even more closely in Bret Stein's
footprints.
Inspired by word of the new campus chap-
ter, Roger, '86, and Patty, '85, Capron had gone
to Georgia to prepare to spend the next three
years in an Indian village in the mountains of
Guatemala. They signed on for an intensive
eleven week training course, covering build-
ing techniques, program management and
cross cultural awareness.
'We learned the basics of building a house,"
Roger says. "How to pick a site, lay a founda-
tion, lay bricks and mix mortar."
Starting out as neophyte carpenters doesn't
worry them, Patty says. "We'll be under the
At the heart of Habitat:
(clockwise from top) Bret
Stein, '84, Roger Capron, '86,
Patty Capron, '85, Joan
Brown, '84, Kevin Brown, '84,
Rlchelle Matheny, '84.
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Hail to the fonner chief:
Michael Barram, '89, meets
Ex-President Jimmy Carter at
Habitat for Humanity
convention.
guidance of the local masons. Besides, we're
there as trainers, empowerers and educators
more than as builders."
"And the whole idea is to work our way
out of a job," Roger adds.
After mastering the tricks of the trade, the
Caprons dived into another intensive course,
this time to master enough Spanish to get
around in Guatemala. All of this preparation
starts to payoff April 1 when they drive into
San Juan La Laguna, a lakeside village set
amid forested volcanoes.
Roger remembers being impressed by the
students who returned from Central America
study tours, "but I didn't know how or why
to go down there after I graduated."
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Patty also had been looking for an oppor-
tunity like Habitat. "1 taught the geography
of Latin America to sixth graders. It was a
little something God put into my life to spark
my interest."
While the Caprons prepared to work in the
Third World, BretStein used a weekend reun-
ion on the Oregon coast to recruit his class-
mates as volunteers.
Intrigued by Stein's stories, Richelle
Matheny, '84, decided to take time off from
teaching under the palm trees of Santa Bar-
bara to spend a month working under the
Georgia pines at Habitat headquarters.
Kevin Brown, '84, and his wife Joan, '84,
also agreed to invest a year into building up
Habitat in ways that didn't require a hammer.
They left secure jobs in Western Washington,
he as a computer software designer and she
as a teacher, to serve as year-long volunteers
at the head-quarters.
They receive free housing and a small sti-
pend for their work in Americus. Joan coor-
dinates Habitat for Handicapped Humanity,
which works to ensure all houses built by
Habitat are accessible to the disabled.
Kevin applies his computer expertise to
linking the headquarters with its regional of-
fices. He also receives letters like this in the
mail:
I
\
"Dear Mr. President,
l' m writing this letter to you because I needs
help, and I do feel like you is the only man that can
help me with my problem.
I am outdoors with nowhere to go, and I do
need a permanent residence of my own... Right
now I am staying at the Salvation Army, which it
is not an appropriate place for me to stay, due to
the facts that I have asthmas, and I also have heart
trouble too...
I have nowhere to go. If you see where as you
can help me out in this matter I will appreciate it
very much.
Sincerely yours,
Willie
Brown wasn't a victim of postal confusion.
The letter was addressed to Jimmy Carter, one
of Habitat's most visible supporters. Sowhen
the former president is attracting media at-
tention for the organization by hammering
away on a house in Manhattan or Memphis,
Brown answers his mail.
"It's unbelievable how much some people
pour into a letter," Brown says. "Owning a
decent horne is something we all take for
granted, but to others it's a dream that they
think will never happen. When they hear
about Habitat, they invest every shred of hope
they have that we'll be able to make this dream
I
I
corne true."
Working through Habitat, the Browns are
helping to make the dream of decent shelter a
matter of fact for people like Willie and a mat-
ter of conscience for the rest of us. Kevin
credits their exposure to Diakonia and the
Central America study tour during their years
on campus for the decision to commit a year
to Habitat.
"1 think a lot of values were planted in me
at Whitworth that didn't really come to the
surface until I'd been unhappy in the corpo-
rate world for a few years," he explains.
"Focusing on people and on God in my
work, rather than on making a more saleable
computer product, has made a world of dif-
ference for me. I'm able to express compas-
sion and concern and joy as part of my job."
It's that opportunity to put idealism into
action that has made Habitat for Humanity a
magnet for Whitworth College graduates.
And while Habitat is best known for teaching
people how to build a new life, volunteers
like Kevin Brown often learn a few lessons of
their own.
"I've discovered that I can't work at a job
simply because it pays well, if it has little to
do with the care and well-being of others," he
says.
"[esus said to store up treasures in Heaven
rather than on Earth, and we read that and
say'Yup. He's right. The treasures in Heaven
are the ones that count.' But then we keep on
climbing that corporate ladder and buying
more and bigger and better things!
"It wasn't until I came to Habitat that this
truth really sunk in. I know now that the
Kingdom of God is the only thing that mat-
ters." •
Home at last: Confetti covers
Andrea Vargas (left), her
children and Madrina.
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Champagne and Confetti
March 8, 1987 was a day Andrea Vargas
will never forget.
A single mother with three children, An-
drea lives 13,000 feet up the Andes in the
city of [uliaca, Peru, where the weather is
dry and the air is always thin and cold.
Abandoned by her husband, she had no
place to live until an elderly lady invited
Andrea and her children to share her adobe
hut. It provided a roof over their heads,
but the hut had only one small window
and was seldom warm or clean.
Then, through her church, Andrea
learned about Habitat for Humanity and
starting working to bring it to [uliaca. There
was no land to build on and no assurance
that Habitat would even come.
Eventually Bret Stein, '84, arrived in
early 1986 to organize the building efforts
for habitat. He ordered materials, fired
bricks, led daily devotions and taught
Andrea and the others Basic Homebuild-
ing 101.
For the following twelve months, each
family worked on their house a minimum
of three days a week. Andrea's only source
of income was selling lunches out of a cart
in the city marketplace, so it was difficult
to find more than a few hours each day
when she could work on her house. At
times she felt like she wasn't going to make
it. But with Stein's encouragement and her
neighbors' help, she completed her required
time.
On Sunday, March 8, Stein watched An-
drea and 20 other families move into their
own houses. It was a grand day of celebra-
tion - Peruvian style. Formal, long-
winded speeches from local dignitaries fol-
lowed an open-air church service. Each of
the families received a Bible and signed the
Habitat house contract. Then the mass of
homeowners, relatives, friends, volunteers
and officials flowed down the street, dedi-
cating each house in turn.
An overjoyed Andrea and her children
stood in front of their house, while her old-
est son read to the crowd a passage from
the Bible. The crowd decorated the new
homeowners with confetti and a catholic
priest blessed the dwelling. And the
Madrina, the "Godmother" who had
opened her home to them while their house
was being built, cut the ceremonial ribbon
and christened the new home by breaking
a bottle of champagne with, appropriately
enough, a hammer.
_____________ ~II-\ _
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Alumni Bulletin Board
What a pleasure ithas been to meet
many of you during
my first six months
as Alumni Director.
Paul Viren, Watching the joy of old
alumni director friends reunited for the
first time since graduation, I become
more aware of the deep-felt bond we
have for each other because Whit-
worth was once our common home.
One of my chief goals is to bring
alumni together through activities
and events and to keep your ties with
the college alive and well. And if
you're ever in the neighborhood, stop
by the "new" alumni offices in his-
toric MacKay Hall, across Hawthorne
Road from the main gates.
RECENT HIGHLIGHTS
The Class of '78 celebrated its 10-
year reunion at Homecoming this fall.
Twenty-eight alums and spouses
joined my wife, Beth (Walker, '78) and
me on campus to rekindle friendships.
On Friday evening, we attended
the musical production, Guys and
Dolls, and on Saturday Beth and I
hosted a pre-game tailgate party at
our home for all alumni. A great
throng visited in the alumni tent dur-
ing half time of the Whitworth-Simon
Fraser game. After dinner at Com-
mellini's, it was on to "Moonlight in
Monaco," the Homecoming dance
and casino night at the Sons of Nor-
way Lodge. It was a great time with
plenty of memories to keep for the
years to come.
The Whitworth Choir Tour,March
11-19, included stops in Tacoma, Sa-
lem, Centralia, Sumner, Oak Harbor,
Friday Harbor, Bellingham and
Wenatchee. The choir performed its
home concert in Spokane at Our Lady
of Lourdes Cathedral. The Whitworth
Choir, directed by Dr. Randi Von
Ellefson, provided an exquisite ex-
pression of the Whitworth spirit in its
concert performances.
WHAT'S HAPPENING
Shopping spree! We are offering
Whitworth treasures inside the back
cover of this issue of Whitworth Today.
Tee-shirts, hats, sweatshirts, boxer
shorts and other items are now avail-
able through a new mail order serv-
ice. Let us know if you would like to
see other items offered for sale.
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Joyful noise: The Whitworth Choir Tour draws critical acclaim.
You should have received the
Alumni Directory Questionnaire by
now. The centennial edition is sched-
uled to roll off the presses in January
1990. Please return the questionnaires
as quickly as possible so our hungry
computers can be fed current infor-
mation. Although we are asking for
a voluntary payment of $19.90 per di-
rectory, one will be sent to everyone
who returns the form.
Alumni Councils are starting up
in the Spokane, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles areas.
These councils will be the key to reu-
niting the 7,500 alumni in those areas
with each other and with Whitworth
College.
The councils will be responsible for
alumni events, reunions, student re-
cruitment, a career placement net-
work, educational seminars and fun-
draising. Each council consists of
about eight individuals from a vari-
ety of eras and backgrounds. Your
help is important, so please drop us a
note if you wish to be a part of this
effort or have any ideas.
COMING EVENTS
The Class of '64 celebrates its 25
year reunion on campus April 21-23.
Share your experiences with current
students in classes on Friday. then
meet former professors and attend
mini colleges on Saturday. A dinner
cruise on the Idaho at Lake Coeur
d' Alene promises to be a highlight.
Former Whitworth president Dr.
Mark L. Koehler and his daughter,
Michal Koehler McKenzie, '64, will
lead Sunday's worship in the Seeley
Mudd Chapel.
Commencement 1989 May 12-14
will feature the 50th reunion for the
Class of '39. Something special this
year: all graduates from the thirties
who were unable to join their 50-year
reunion are invited to march with
1939 graduates during Commence-
ment.
The Whitworth Wind Ensemble
tours through Oregon and Southern
California May 15-24. Under the di-
rection of Dr. Richard Evans, and fea-
turing jazz coordinator and trumpet
soloist Dr. Dan Keberle, the group will
bring the Whitworth message and
centennial celebration to communities
along its route. Watch for our pre-
concert alumni gatherings.
Mark your calendar for the annual
Alumni-Varsity Football game on
Sept. 9. Alumni basketball games for
both men and women will be on Nov.
11.
Whitworth's Centennial Hom.
coming is Oct. 13-15. The classes of
'79 and '80 will be celebrating their
10-year reunion. Homecoming dur-
ing Whitworth's centennial year is the
perfect opportunity for you to come
and celebrate with us. A special fea-
ture of Homecoming will be a Sam
Adams reunion, an opportunity for
all alumni, students, faculty and staff
to reunite with this former coach. If
you'd like to be involved, please call.
More details will be in the summer
issue of Whitworth Today.
SUCH A DEAL
Quest International was a big suc-
cess when we offered it to alumni last
year, so here we go again. Quest gives
you hefty discounts at participating
hotels and resorts around the world.
You also support your alumni asso-
ciation when you sign up or renew
your membership. Want to know
more? See page 33.
-Paul Viren
•
•Deaths
1936
Florence (Moore) Hallett, Nov. 28, 1988
in Spokane. Florence suffered from can-
cer of the pancreas. Her husband, Ralph,
passed away on May ]6.
1938
Abbie Jean (Dumam) Shull, Dec. 18, 1988
in Oklahoma City, OK Memorial serv-
ices were held at Lincoln Park Christian
Church in Tacoma on Jan. 7.
Dr. Alfred F. Hewitt, Sept. 25, 1988, in
Everett, Wash. In january 1988, AI was
diagnosed with acute myelodysplastic
anemia, which progressed to acute leuke-
mia during the summer months. He is.
survived by his wife, Catherine (Fisher)
and a daughter, Julie.
1951
Kenneth R. Warren, Dec. 29, 1988, in
Kirkland, Wash. Ken's family was at his
bedside when he passed away peacefully
at home, following a two-year battle with
leukemia. He had lived for the past 12
years with his sister, Joyce (Warren, '45)
Starrett, and her husband, Jack, '45 in
Kirkland. Wash. 'The man who came to
spend perhaps a month or so with us
stayed 12 years," relates joyce. "He added
so much to our lives with his music and
gardening, and his love of sports fit well
in our household." Another sister, VIr-
ginia (Warren, '49) Ainley and her hus-
band, Charles, '51, live in Spokane.
Ken was born in Japan while his par-
ents, the late Dr. and Mrs. Frank F. War-
ren, were missionaries there. He carne to
Spokane in 1940 when his father was
named president of Whitworth College.
Kenneth R. Wanen, '51, with Joyce
Warren Stamttt, '45, (left) and Virginia
Warren Ainley, '49.
Other survivors include a son, Christo-
pher Frank, Seattle; a daughter, julie
DiMeo, Vancouver, Wash.; and one grand-
child. At Ken's request, no services were
held. The family suggests memorials to
Whitworth College.
1964
Clayton L "Tufty" Anderson, Wapato,
Wash., Dec. 27, 1988, following a lengthy
battle with cancer. Tuffy attended Whit-
worth for two years following his gradu-
ation from Wapato High School in 1960.
1970
Ernest William Frost, Oak Harbor, Wash.,
on Dec. 10, 1987.
1974
Passages
Marriages
1970
Hazel M. Frost and Russell R. Riley, Sept.
17,1988 in Oak Harbor, Wash.
1979
Kenneth F. Foster and Donna Grace
Gary, Feb. 25, 1989 in Chicago, Ill.
1982
Margaret Symons and Brad Gregory,
Nov. 12, 1988, at Knox Presbyterian
Church in Spokane.
1983
Susan Robinson and Peter Dill, Oct. 11,
1988, at Bethany Presbyterian Church in
Seattle.
_= \\L _
Willie Williams, '74
Will A. Williams, Dec. 11, 1988, in
Berkeley, Calif. Known to his contem-
poraries as "Willie," his tenor voice and
piano style brought renown to the In-
tensive Care quartet in the early '70s.
While attending Whitworth, Williams
studied voice with Dr. Thomas Tavener
and piano with Margaret Saunders Ott.
A memorial service was held at First Pres-
byterian Church in Berkeley, Calif. on Dec.
19. Will had sung frequently at the
Berkeley church.
1960-84
Clarence Rhodes, jan. 20, in Tucson, Ariz.
Clarence's wife, Isla, associate professor
emeritus of nutrition and foods, taught at
Whitworth from 1960-84. At the time of
Clarence's death, the Rhodes were in
Tucson doing volunteer work for the
Wycliff Bible Assoc. under the direction
of Priscilla Small, '61. Services were held
in Tucson and Spokane.
Tla M. Watts and jeffrey Winslow Small,
Oct. 29, 1988 in San Francisco, Calif.
1986
Nancy WocIrich and Richard Sargent, Oc-
tober 1. 1988.
1987
Kern Taubenheim and Bruce Besette, No-
vember 5, 1988 in Berkeley, Calif.
Brian Senter and Mary Reese, March
25, 1989 in Walla Walla, Wash.
Births
1975
Carol and David Stewart-5mith, Tigard,
Ore.. boy, Mart Allen, born Oct. 18, 1988.
1977
Betsy (Brownlee) and john Gano, Lon-
don, England, girl, Elizabeth "Lisa" jean,
born Nov. 18,1988.
Susan (Drotts) and Dr. Frank Gonta ..
ski, Orangevale, Calif., boy, Grant Mat-
thew, born jan. 28, 1988.
1978
Paul and Laurie (Hall) Grubb,
Brownsville, Texas, girl, Lisa Jeanine, born
May 9,1988.
1979
Julie (Von Laven) and james Canan,
Portland, Ore., boy, William James, born
Aug. 10, 1988.
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Passages Continued
1981
Renee (Gumb) and Ed Riley, Mercer Is-
land, Wash., boy,David Albert, born Nov.
28,1988.
Andrew and Janet (Cizik, 'S2) Undahl,
Des Moines, Iowa, boy, David Andrew,
born Dec. 29, 1988.
1982
Diane (Dalla Lasta) and William
Metzelaar, Pacific Palisades, Calif., girl,
Katie Maria, born Oct. 17, 1988.
Charlie and Ann Lewis, Enumclaw,
wash., boy, Daniel john, born june 10,
1988.
Nancy (Edmon) and Ernest Surger,
Spring, Texas, girl, Britney Lee, born Oct.
27,1988.
1983
Barry and Erin (Brown) Adams, Irvine,
Calif., girl, Shelby Brooke, born jan. 17,
1989.
1985
Scott and Susan (Schmidt, 'S6)
Chandler, Philadelphia, Penn., boy, Bran-
don Wesley,born Dec. IS, 1988.
Class Notes
1934
John L. and Ruth Reeves make their
home in Renton, Wash. Jack enjoys his
retirement years, and looks back with fond
memories of his days at Whitworth, espe-
cially hisiJarticipation in football, basket-
ball and baseball.
Evelyn (Irwin) Ashbrook, Temple, Texas,
is a retired nursery school and early child-
hood education teacher and volunteers
her time at a United Way preschool. She's
looking forward to the 50-Plus celebra-
tion on campus in May, as well as future
Elderhostel programs.
1935
Keith A. Murray published his sixth book
on Pacific Northwest history in Decem-
ber. Entitled Reindeer and Gold, it deals
with Presbyterian missionary, Dr. Sheld~n
Jackson, and his expedition to Norway In
the late 1800s to bring 500 reindeer to
Alaska with their Lapp and Norwegian
herders. Keith relates that the effort was
"to feed the presumably 'starving' pros-
pectors in Dawson in the Yukon Territory.
This was unnecessary, and the herders
were allowed to resign if they wanted to.
They did resign, and many went to the
Seward Peninsula and discovered gold at
Nome, the small city they established.
Some made fortunes, most did not." Keith
and his wife, Shirley, live in Bellingham,
Wash.
1937
Dorothy (Harding) Kimbrell is enjoying
life as an active retired Methodist minis-
ter, and fondly remembers the 50th reun-
ion of the Class of '37.
1947
Olga W. Rahm, is another busy retiree,
serving heavily in her local church and
on the board of the regional Christian
Education Commission. She's traveled
around the United States, and has made
two sightseeing trips to Sweden and other
European countries. Olga also works with
the camping program for the 55-plus "Ma-
ture Adults." She and her husband, Einar,
live in Ferndale, Wash.
1948
James and Beth (Roduner, 'SO) Baer,
Menlo Park, Calif., are grandparents for
the first time. Megan's proud parents are
DaVid, '75 and Pat Baer, both teachers in
Sonora, Calif. Jim will retire this year
from S.R.I.International.
1949
William D. Pfeiffer will retire june 30
from his position of Associate for Finance
and Management for the Synod of Mid
America. He and his wife, Betty, live in
Overland Park, Kan.
~
Hot and cold: Alaska alumni gather over steaming pizza during February's deep freeze.
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Betty (Lange) Stratton retired from
teaching in the Communications De-
partment at Eastern Washington Uni-
versity in July. She is currently Director
of Program for Fairwood Village Re-
tirement Resort in Spokane.
1950
Bill and Jane (Williams, '51) Roffler
make their home in La Crescenta, Calif.
Bill has taken early retirement after 38
years of teaching and coaching at Mead
High School in Spokane, and Roosevelt
junior High and Glendale College in Cali-
fornia, where he was recipient of Glen-
dale's Teacher of the Year award. He still
enjoys a part-time job operating a tennis
complex for Glendale City. He and Jane
have recently incorporated their property
management business and are beginning
to develop real properties. Though the
family business leaves little time for her
music, Jane does manage to sing in the
church choir. The Roffler's have two
daughters.
Graley Taylor isproducing his eighth sea-
son of "Northwest Encounter" for KlNG-
TV in Seattle. The program is an ecu-
menical talk show with a live audience
that also plays on KGW-TVin Portland.
Graley's Christmas special also played in
Yakimaand theTri-Cities. While in South-
ern California on business in August,
Graley visited with Harold and Thelma
Jo (Bruce, '49) Landon and other Whit-
worthians including Kathleen (Boyle,
'48) Scully.
Thomas and Carole (Berg, '48)
Johnston live inMission Viejo,Calif. Tom
retired in 1987 after a career in aerospace,
and Carole retired in January after 10
years with Century 21 Real Estate head-
quarters. The [ohnstons have four chil-
dren and four grandchildren.
Delbert A. and Judy Wylder reside in
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Al is semi-retired,
working part-time as athletic trainer at
North Idaho College following 11 years
as trainerwith the San FranciscoGiants.
Donald M. "Pete" and Norma Bennett
have been with the Young Life Mission
for 32 years. Formerly Young Life's re-
gional directors for the mid-south, they
moved to Nairobi, Kenya in September to
assume an international post with the or-
ganization. They expect to remain in East
Africa for up to five years.
1951
Robert and ShirleyBruce live in Puyal-
lup, Wash. and recently became grand-
parents for the tenth time. Bob, a devel-
opmental disabilities specialist, retired
from state employment in March.
1953
William B. and Barbara McCullough
make their home in Madison, Conn. Bill
has a private surgical practice in New
Haven and is assistant clinical professor
of surgery atYaleUniversity.
Arnold F. StueckJe has taught and su-
pervised student teachers at Eastern
Washington University for 20 years. He
also serves on Whitworth's adjunct fac-
ulty. Arne and his wife, Diane (Lam,
'65x) live in Spokaneand have three chil-
dren, Todd, 13, Matthew, 11,and Kelli,
10.
•
Sam Adams, '52
Sam Adams
Class of 1952
is only now showing signs of subsid-
ing.
Adams is the co-author of Sports
Risk Management, a program used
by approximately 100 Eastern Wash-
ington high schools and 150 high
schools nationwide. One of his re-
cent articles on the topic appeared in
the Journal of Sports Law.
"Only negligent coaches really
need to fear the courts," Adams says.
"They have to do the safest things
they can for the student athlete."
Coaches must properly supervise all
practice sessions, as well as warn
players and parents about the dan-
gers of a sport and conduct system-
atic drills to protect against injuries.
And they cannot forget to bone up
on emergency care procedures and to
keep copious records, he adds.
"A paper trail is critical to defend-
ing a law suit," Adams tells his classes
and the seminars he conducts as a
private consultant. He has spoken to
the Washington Associa tion of
Health, Physical Education and Rec-
reational Dance (WAHPERD) and
most recently at the Sports Law Con-
ference in Georgia.
"To me, the situation is bitter-
sweet," says Adams. "Programs are
better because there is more attention
to safety. But because the athletes are
bigger, faster and stronger, they are
also mane dangerous, with more po-
tential for catastrophic injury."
Sam Adams, '52, is talking and
writing his way around the country,
trying to save the sport he loves.
From 1957 to 1965,Adams coached
Whitworth Pirate football to some of
the team's finest seasons. He also ran
the college's track program for nine
seasons and taught physical educa-
tion courses.
Now on the physical education
staff at Washington State University,
Adams became a champion for the
cause of sports safety in 1977 when
he read a landmark court ruling in-
volving Chris Thompson, a Seattle
high school running back.
A head-on collision with an oppo-
nent on the football field left Th-
ompson a quadraplegic. He and his
parents sued the coach and the school
district. The jury awarded a stagger-
ing $6.4 million.
The suit claimed that the defen-
dants had not provided sufficient
warning of the inherent dangers of
football and failed to adequately teach
Thompson that he could be hurt seri-
ously if he ducked his head when
tackled.
The concept of failing to suffi-
ciently warn "opened the Pandora's
Box," says Adams. The ruling set off
a flurry of personal injury suits which
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Cheering for the Pirates In the '50s.
1955
Paul and Bobble (Harder, '57) Jensen
reside in Mt. Vernon, Wash. Paul has been
a Presbyterian minister in the Synod of
Alaska-Northwest for 30 years, and re-
cently served as moderator of North Puget
Sound Presbytery. He presently serves
Mount Vernon Presbyterian Church,
which completed an ambitious building
program last year. Bobbie is a reading
teacher's aide in the Mount Vernon School
District.
1958
Roy and Beverly (Mclaurin) Throndson
make their home inMillCreek,Wash. Roy
is president of Evergreen Bank in Seattle.
Their daughter, Laurie, is a freshman at
Whitworth.
Kathleen M. Clark has relocated to Mi-
ami, Fla. from her assignment with the
Latin America Mission in Mexico City.
Kathy now serves as candidate secretary
at the organization's headquarters office.
1961
Robert Beach recently moved to Deer
Park, Wash. Bob formerly lived in Brat-
tleboro. Vt.
1962
Nancy (Taylor) and Edwin West make
their home in Clayton, Ga. Nancy is a
student at Piedmont College in Demor-
est, working on a psychology degree.
They have a daughter, Caroline, and two
sons, Steve and Jason.
1964
Two Whitworth alumni serve the Mil-
waukie Presbyterian Church in Oregon.
James Moiso is pastor and his associate
is Douglas McClure. Jim, Doug and
Doug's wife, Claudia (Smith, '76) are
successful recruiters for the college: five
from their congregation are now attending
Whitworth, two of them on Presbyterian
Church scholarships.
Angela (Grande) and Ronald Galbreath
live in Yakima, Wash. where Angela
teaches sixth grade and Ron teaches fifth
grade at Apple Valley School. They have
a son, Joel, 10. Angela's son, Greg Har-
dison, passed away in 1977.
1965
William and Eileen Duvall, make their
home in Salem, Ore., where Bill is pro-
fessor of history at Willamette University.
In recognition of his outstanding teach-
ing achievements, Bill received the Burl-
ington Northern Foundation Faculty
Achievement Award for 1988. He has
been a member of the Willamette faculty
since 1971, and chaired the Department
of History in 1987-88. In addition, Bill
has published several articles, completed
the script for a slide presentation com-
missioned by the Oregon Committee for
the Humanities, and edited and written
an introductory essay for a special issue
of The Willamette Journal of LiberalArts.
Sue (Hathaway) Uff and her family live
on an island in Huntington Harbour in
Huntington Beach, Calif. Her husband,
Mike, continues to practice medicine full-
time, despite suffering kidney failure and
having to undergo daily peritoneal dialy-
sis treatments. They are hoping for a suc-
cessful transplant this year. The Lift's
have two sons, Bryan, 17, and Jonathan,
14. "All your prayers would be greatly
appreciated-they have been wonderfully
supportive thus far," writes Sue.
Dan and Joan (Hansen, '68) Lazear live
in Indianapolis, Ind. Joan cares for their
homebound 22-year-old, Stephen, and
teaches a women's Bible study oc-
casionally. Dan, a pilot, is aviation man-
ager for a construction company, and is
president of the local school board. The
Lazear's daughter, Kristin, is a junior in
college and son, Brian, is a senior in high
school.
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Bill Duvall, '65
Sue (Hathaway) Uff, '85, and family.
1966
After 20 years as a Navy fighter pilot,
("You know-Top Gun and all that!") Le
Perry has hung up his wings. With 14
years of personnel training and a newly
acquired master's degree, he's pursuing
a civilian career in human resources man-
agement in the Pacific Northwest. Le re-
sides in Tacoma, Wash.
1967
Thomas C. Eckley, San Francisco, Calif.
is credit manager for a publishing firm in
San Francisco. Formerly, Tom was credit
manager of United States Steel Corp. in
the Western Steel Division operations un-
til its closure.
1968
Jerry L Van Marter is associate for the
Presbyterian News Service at Presbyterian
Church (USA) headquarters in Louisville,
Ky. He moved to Louisville in August,
following 17 years as a parish pastor in
the San Francisco Bay Area.
1969
Mike and Mary Archer make their home
in Seattle, where Mike has been an award-
winning sales representative for Taylor
Publishing, a national yearbook printing
s
company. Mike is still active in sports,
playing fastpitch softball for 20 years, and
coaching all levels of youth sports for
Shoreline Univac, a local youth activities
group. He and Mary have four children,
Anne, 14, Eric, 10, Beth, 6, and Tess, 2.
Tbomas E, Boyd retired in October from
the U.S.Air Force after serving for 20 years
as an aircraft maintenance officer. He and
his wife, Wendy (Munro) have returned
to Tom's hometown of Sequim, Wash.,
where they're in the process of building
their family home. The Boyds have a
daughter, Debbie, 14, and a son, Steve, 12.
Tbomas A. and Victoria (Smith, '71)
Stave live in Eugene, Ore. Vicki is a reg-
istered dietician at Sacred Heart Hospital
and Tom is government documents librar-
ian at the University of Oregon. The fam-
ily returned last year from a sabbatical in
Durham, England. Tom enjoyed asking
friends to tum to page 48 in last Novem-
ber's issue of Reader's Digest where he had
a "Humor in Uniform" story published:
"The hard-bitten commander of my in-
fantry company in Vietnam was frustrated
in his efforts to make a soldier out of one
particular PFC. The young man lagged
behind on patrols, feigned illness and
managed to spend most of his time at
headquarters.
"One day, though, he changed his
ways, and we asked the commander why.
'Threats and punishment didn't work: he
admitted, 'so I had to use the ultimate
weapon. I wrote his mother."
(Reprinted with permission from the
Nov. 1988 Reader's Digest. Copyright ©
1988 by The Reader's Digest Assn., Inc.)
"Present conditions are -70 F (wind
chill factor) with 25-foot waves, 30 knot
winds, large ice floes and zero visability.
"We are going for crab, herring and
salmon in Bristol Bay this spring and sum-
mer. The estimate on Bristol Bay salmon
is 60-70 million fish returning this year. I
am on a contract for a portion of the total
catch. We are on the Loran-C. have radar
contact with land and infrequent mail de-
livery. Tell everyone 'Hi' for me."
1970
Armand A. Lara is a squad supervisor for
the San Juan, Puerto Rico division of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, responsi-
ble for the Caribbean.
1972
Mark W. and Tracy (CUllen, '71) How-
ard live in Concord, Calif. Mark teaches
a course entitled "Educational Reform:
Trends, Issues and You" at the University
of the Pacific and enjoys publishing re-
lated articles. Tracy teaches developmen-
tally disabled adults and is proud to be
an A.c.A. (adult child of an alcoholic par-
ent) in recovery. They have two daugh-
ters, Melinda, 10 and Julia, 8.
And you think. it was cold this winter!
Consider the following letter written Janu-
ary 13 by Dave Wetzel:
"I'm presently working on a 350-foot
catcher /processor in the North Pacific-
Bering Sea area of Alaska. We are work-
ing under the Soviet-American agreement
(Helsinki Accords) on the joint harvest of
North Pacific crabs. Ports of call include
Togiak; North and South Naknek; Cold
Bay; Volcano Bay ("hot spot" for crab);
Dutch Harbor; Sand Point, Unalaska;
Afognak Island; Kodiak; St. Paul Island;
St. Matthew Island; Bristol Bay; Chignik;
Akutan; Queen Charlotte South, etc.
\1
Patricia Stephens of Vancouver, Wash.
writes "I'm so pleased to read about the
rejuvenated Ballard Hall (Whitworth To-
day Fall/Winter 1988 issue). That was a
great place to live, and I have special
memories of the friends and experiences
in that dorm. The redecorating is long
overdue! There has been a great deal of
growth at Whitworth in the past few
years, and that's a pleasure to read about."
1973
Paul and C.oIynn (V_o) Wheatcraft
reside in Tualatin, Ore., where Paul works
for General Electric and serves on the lo-
cal school board. Carolynn is administra-
tive assistant for Community Christian
School. They have a daughter, Bethany,
and a son, Jesse, 9.
1974
Valerie (Johnson) and Allen McGarIty
make their home in Charlotte, N.C. They
are parents of a son, Michael Harlan, born
Sept. 3, 1986.
Anthony "JuJu· and Connie Predlslk an-
ticipate a move back to the Spokane area
this year. They have a son, Chad An-
thony, born Sept. 25, 1987. The Predisik's
currently reside in Stanton, Calif.
1976
Patraluck (Sajjapornkul) Chen lives in
Hillsborough, Calif. Pat and her husband,
Roy, have two sons, Ryan, 7, and Ricker,
5.
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Heather Compton, Phoenix, Ariz., is a
placement officer for the Peace Corps at
Arizona State University in Tempe.
Susan (Drotts) Gontarskl is a home-
maker in Orangevale, Calif. She and her
husband, Frank, a dentist, have a year-
old son, Grant Matthew.
She'squiet, shyand unassuming. Jane
Campbell is also one of two Whitworth
graduates to be honored as Spokane
SchoolDistrict 81Distinguished Teachers
for the first quarter of the 1988-89school
year.
"I enjoy every year:' Campbell says of
her first grade class at Garfield Elemen-
tary School. "Having a new class each
year, seeing the kids make progress and
coming in contact with some great teach-
ers" make teaching exciting for her.
Shegraduated fromWhitworth with a
sociology degree and certification in ele-
mentary education. Itwas through volun-
teer work, and the enduring influence of
Professor of Education Shirley Richner,
that Campbell found that she enjoyed
kids. At first Campbell was concerned
that a quiet person couldn't make it in
teaching. "Dr.Richnerhelped me see that
there should be more than one type of
person in teaching."
Now an impressive teacher herself,
Campbell says that she admires people
who try different strategies to make edu-
cation work in the classroom. As for the
secret to her success, she credits the ideas
she gets from other teachers and the en-
couragement to improve her work she re-
ceives from her principal.
1977
Debra (Klahn) and Steve Knight live in
Clevedon, Avon, England. Steve is a jour-
nalist for The Bristol Evening Post. and Debi
teaches preschool part-time from January
to July. She and Steve are both active in
PTA, and Steve is a member of the school
governors board. The Knights have three
future Whitworthians, David, 7, Clare, 5,
and Katy,3.
John M. Thomas is a designer for The
Emporium stores. He and his wife,
Cathie, live in Springfield, Ore. where
Cathie is a librarian at the Walterville
School. The Thomases have two children,
Laura, 6, and Karen, 1.
1978
Ann (Saylor) and Matthew Gruner make
their home in Mesa, Ariz. Ann is a pro-
ductivity systems analyst for First Inter-
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Outstanding: Jane Campbell, '76, with District 81 Superintendent Gerald Hester and Board
President Tem Beaudreau.
Paul McLarren
Class of 1976
tive materials and train workers from
the village where they had settled.
After convincing the bureaucracy that
they would only sell their product
overseas and reinvest the foreign
capital they earned back into the busi-
ness, the McLarren's finally got the
green light to start making better slip-
pers.
They encountered a few difficul-
ties at first. In a small community
where everyone knew everyone else,
deciding who to hire became an ex-
ercise in diplomacy. Sewing ma-
chines didn't work so well when the
number of volts in the power supply
tended to fluctuate. And swarms of
locusts periodically threatened the
nearby orchards and wheat fields that
support their neighbors.
But they persevered and either re-
solved or worked around the prob-
lems of launching a cottage industry
in a foreign culture. After finding
useable designs and training their
workers, the McLarrens have turned
to the challenge of marketing their
footware.
"Our goal is to sell them in bou-
tiques, perhaps in ski resort towns,"
he said. "There's more immediate de-
mand for them among friends we
have contact with in the U.S., but
that's not a good marketing plan for
the long run."
So the next time you head for the
slopes, check that alpine clothing
store for wool-lined slippers made of
rich, Morroccan leather. You may
find one of the end products of a
good idea that was inspired - in-
stead of being deterred - by cold
feet.
For Paul McLarren, '76, gettingcold feet meant the beginning of
risky business, not the end. Inspira-
tion struck one night as he shivered
in an unheated apartment in exotic
Marakesh with only a pair of disinte-
grating slippers on his feet.
"I thought, 'I can make better ones
than these.' There was plenty of
leather available in the markets and 1
figured 1could bargain for good qual-
ity fleece for the linings."
McLarren and his wife, Janet, had
gone to North Africa in 1986 to learn
the native Berber language. What
they found was high unemployment
and an idea that might create some
productive jobs.
The McLarrens started to make
their plans and get the required per-
mits. They decided to use only na-
Paul McLaneft, '76, and wife Janet. - John Carter
state Bank of Arizona in Tempe. Mat-
thew is a U'S. Air Force Pilot, stationed at
Williams Air Force Base.
Jill (Straty) Atlas teaches and coaches
cross country and basketball in Tucson,
Ariz., and is working on her master's de-
gree in administration. Jill, who took her
girls cross country team to state competi-
tion this year, has a five year old daugh-
ter.
Wendy (Rice) and Andrew Deeter
Dreitcer continue to co-pastor Christ Pres-
byterian Church in San Jose, Calif. Their
daughter Hannah Marie, born last Au-
gust, made her dramatic debut as the
Christmas star in the church's Christmas
pageant.
1979
Margaret (Meriwether) and Robert Faye
also live in San Jose where Margaret works
for AMC Theatre Group. Robert works
for NASA Ames Research and is pursu-
ing a master's degree in engineering at
Stanford. They have two sons, Corin, 4,
and Shane, 1.
Kenneth F. Foster and Donna G. Gary
were married in Chicago in February.
Whitworthians in the wedding party in-
cluded Rev. John Klinglehofer, '78, Mt.
Vernon, N.Y., best man, and Joe
Dinnison, '79, Spokane. Ken is a na-
tional account marketing representative
for IBM. Donna is a producer for
Campbell, Mithun, Esty Advertising in
Chicago.
Steven A. and Terri Wilson make their
home in Spokane, where Steve is district
sales manager for Airborne Express. He
also officiates in the Big Sky and Pac-10
football conferences, and was one of the
officials at this year's East-West Shrine
Game in San Francisco. Terri is a super-
visor at the Spokane Teachers Credit Un-
ion.
Warren C. and Nancy (Twibell, '82) Le-
wis have returned to Spokane where War-
ren is a manufacturing systems engineer
for Kaiser Aluminum. Nancy is full-time
mom to Natalie,S; Andrea, 4; and Ben-
jamin 1.
Mark Dana and Cethy (Martin, '87)
Bullock have been associated with the
Dalat School in Penang. Malaysia since
July, 1987. Mark is high school principal
and Cathy teaches and does accounting
for the Christian and Missionary Alliance
institution. Mark received his doctorate
in counseling from Washington State Uni-
versity in 1987.
Reigning In the '60s. practices law with a black plaintiff's firm.
Sue is a pediatric nurse at the university's
hospital. They have a daughter, Ruth Ei-
leen,2.
Charlie Lewis and his wife, Ann, are co-
associate pastors for Calvary Presbyterian
Church in Enumclaw, Wash. They are
parents of a son, Daniel John, Whitworth
Class of 2006.
1980
Stanley D. Boner is enrolled in the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound School of Law in
Tacoma.
Robert W. Novasky, is attending law
school at the University of Puget Sound,
Tacoma. He and his wife, Kathy (James)
make their home in Federal Way.Martl Anthony Bianchi owns Keaton's, a
restaurant at 7401 N. LaCholla #111 in
Tucson, Ariz. Renee (Gumb) Riley is associate pastor
of mission and pastoral care at Mercer Is-
land Presbyterian Church. Her husband,
Ed, has finished medical school at the Uni-
versity of Washington and begins a resi-
dency program specializing in anesthesi-
ology in June. The Rileys have a son,
David Albert, born in November.
1981
Bonnie A. Favor is an attorney for Van
Camp and Bennion, p.s. in Spokane.
Betsy (Keno) Woolley and her husband,
Bob, live in Savoy, Ill. Bob is finishing
medical school and Betsy is a full-time
student as well.
Andrew and Janet (Cizik, '82) Undahl
are living in Des Moines, Iowa where An-
drew is associa te pastor of Windsor Pres-
byterian Church. Janet is at home with
their infant son, David Andrew, before re-
turning to a career in nursing.
Wayne Christensen received the out-
standing elementary physical education
teacher award for the state of Washing-
ton from WAHPERD (Washington Al-
liance of Health, Physical Education, Rec-
reation and Dance). He runs two P.E.pro-
grams at Southworth and Prairie elemen-
tary schools in the Yelm School District,
and coaches the Yelm football and track
teams. His gymnastics and juggling
group, "Southworth Darts," has per-
formed at Seattle Sonics games and at half
time during the St. Martin vs. Whitworth
basketball games.
1982
Dominic Quinzon teaches fifth grade at
Huron Elementary School in Huron, Calif.,
a predominantly agricultural area with a
large Mexican! American and migrant
worker population.
Jim and Sue (Williamson) Craig make
their home in Jackson, Miss., where Jim
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Airman 1st Class Lois I. Collins recently
completed basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base in San Antonio, Texas. She is
assigned to McChord AFB, Tacoma,
Wash., as a clarinetist with the Ll.S. Air
Force Band of the Pacific Northwest. The
unit performs for military functions, and
plays at schools and communities in a
five-state area.
Carol Rose is beginning a three-year as-
signment with the Mennonite Central
Committee in Na Lao, Thailand, where
she works with a "village university" of
the Youth for Self-Reliance Project. The
MCC is the service, development and re-
lief agency for North American Mennon-
ites and Brethren in Christ. Carol is one
of about 1,000 MCC workers who serve
in such assignments as community de-
velopment, education, health, food pro-
duction, emergency response and admini-
stration.
Margaret (Symons) and Brad Gregory
are living in Spokane following their mar-
riage last November. Meg is a public
health nurse for the Spokane County'
Health District and Brad is a computer
programmer for Crosby Creations.
Cheryl Akerson is also a public health
nurse. Cheryl lives in Redmond, Wash.
She specializes in child abuse prevention
and works with families with disabled
children for the Seattle-King County De-
partment of Public Health.
William Andrew and Cheri Wott live in
Cathlamet, Wash. where Andy teaches
seventh and eighth grade English and so-
cial studies. He is also head football coach
and assistant track coach. The Wolfs have
two sons, Brad, 6, and Devin,S.
Bobbi Polkinghorn and her husband,
Rich Groot, make their home in Durham,
N.C. Bobbi teaches high school social
studies in the inner city and Rich is a
computer programmer. They are active
in a newly formed United Methodist
Church which meets in a local high school
auditorium..
I
"These kids are my reward." That was
Kathy Williams' response when told she
was one of the two Distinguished Teach-
ers honored by Spokane School District
81 for the first quarter of the 1988-89
school year.
"I have a magnetism toward kids who
have problems; I don't know what it is,
but I'm drawn to them," said Williams,
'82, who earned a pre-therapy degree at
Washington State University before com-
ing to Whitworth to receive her cer-
tification. Now she is working on her
master's in administration through Whit-
worth.
"I wanted to do something with kids,
it didn't matter what," Williams says of
her decision to teach after her plans for a
master's in physical therapy ended when
it was no longer offered at WSU. "This
has worked out better than that would
have."
Williams is currently working to cre-
ate the new AIDS curriculum for District
81. As a teacher at Libby Middle School,
she works at showing her students how
to live life.
"I try to be role model for these boys
and girls," she says. "A lot of them have
tough times at home. I hope they feel like
they can come to me because I'm a good
listener. I see myself as a nurturer as well
Top teacher: Kathy Williams, '82, with District 81 Board President Terri Beaudreau.
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as a teacher."
1983
Newlyweds Mat1<T.and Christianne Rou-
land Bovee are on the road with "Truth,"
a contemporary Christian musical group.
Mark is keyboardist and Christi does so-
prano vocals. They performed in
Kirkland, Wash. in December, enroute to
a three-week tour in the Philippines where
they traveled around the country doing
two or three concerts a day.
Tina M. Schmidt, Omak, Wash. is study-
ing to become a licensed practical nurse.
Tina teaches private voice and piano les-
sons, and is a volunteer teaching assistant
for the Omak middle school band.
Susan (Robinson) and Peter Dill live in
Seattle following their October marriage.
They are involved in various ministries at
Bethany Presbyterian Church.
Nancy E. Connolly makes her home in
West Los Angeles, Calif. She works in
marketing administration for IBM, and
was recently featured in a company bro-
chure, "Partners in Community Progress."
Nancy coordinates a program called "Ca-
reer Explorations" involving 35 IBM vol-
unteers teaching 250 high school students
courses in communications, business ad-
ministration, sales techniques and office
skills.
Newlyweds Tia M. (Walts) and Jeffrey
W. Small live in a Victorian on San Fran-
cisco's Nob Hill, along with their two cats,
Flick and Mick. 11a is on the professional
staff of Cecdynarmcs Corporation in Sun-
nyvale and Jeff is a software developer
for Autodesk, Inc. in Sausalito. Tia will
receive a master's degree in systems man-
agement from the University of Southern
California in May.
1984
Laurel (Morley) and Stephen Coleman
are physicians at the University of Cali-
fornia - San Francisco Medical Center.
Shawn MacDonald was ordained and in-
stalled as associate pastor of St. Mark's
Presbyterian Church in Ballwin, Mo. on
Jan. 8. She has completed graduate work
at Princeton Theological Seminary.
Jeri Elmer is living in Battle Ground,
Wash., having returned from Japan where
she spent two and one-half years as a mis-
sionary with OMS International.
Doug and Odessa (Young) McCleary are
living in Pasadena, Calif. where Doug is
attending Fuller Theological Seminary.
Odessa teaches special education for the
Pasadena Unified School District.
1985
Scott A. Miller teaches and coaches at
Marysville Pilchuck High School in Ma-
rysville, Wash. He and his wife, Heather,
live in Snohomish, and have an infant
daughter, Brittany Ann. Heather teaches
for the Snohomish School District. "Be
happy, don't worry!" writes Scott.
Sue Speth resides in Sepulveda, Calif.
with her son, Isaac Hague, 10. Sue has
worked in education and public affairs
administration at the J. Paul Getty Mu-
seum in Malibu for the last three years.
She continues to perform vocally in the
area.
Christine (Caldwell) Gerrish received a
master of arts degree in education from
United States International University's
San Diego campus in June. The topic of
her thesis was pride in cultural aware-
ness. She teaches a second and third grade
bi-lingual class in Santa Ana, which em-
phasizes English as a second language.
Chris and her husband, Chuck, live in
Orange with their three children, Donny,
18, Andy 15, and Chelsea, 14, who was
adopted from Korea. They also share their
home with Japanese students attending
Chapman College.
Delene Deforest recently moved from
the San Francisco Bay Area to Seattle
where she is a registered nurse in Har-
borview Medical Center's burn unit. She's
enjoying the chance to explore the North-
west and look up fellow Whitworth
alumni.
Scott and Sue (Schmidt, '86) Chandler
are living in Philadelphia, Penn. where
Scott is working on his M.B.A. at the
Wharton School of Finance. They have
two children, Courtney Lynn, 3, and Bran-
don Wesley, 4 months.
SCott MacGregor resides in Honolulu,
where he works for Aloha Airlines.
1986
Marge Becker, personnel placement di-
rector of the Spokane County Medical So-
ciety, recently bought the society's medi-
cal-dental placement service, now known
as Inland Empire Personnel Service.
•
Piling it on In the '70s.
After several moves during the past two
years, Mary Jo Barga is living in Port Or-
chard, Wash.
Chuck and Janae (Fox, '88) Crabtree
reside in Bellingham, Wash., where Chuck
is a teaching assistant at Western Wash-
ington University's Huxley College, and
doing graduate work in environmental
studies. [anae is a merchandiser for Oce-
anic Greetings and Gifts at Bellingham's
Bellis Fair Mall.
Nancy (Wodrich) Sargent is an associate
buyer for Battelle Northwest Laboratories
in Richland, Wash. Her husband, Rich, is
senior assistant manager of Household
Finance Company in Kennewick. The
Sargents make their home in Kennewick.
Steven B. and Janet E. (Beedle, '87)
Olmstead are living in Princeton, N.J.
Steven attends Princeton Theological
Seminary and works. at Witherspoon
Street Presbyterian Church. Janet teaches
grades seven through twelve at a private
boarding high school in Princeton, and
coaches cross-country and track.
1987
Navy Ensign Debra A. Arsenault, Ed-
monds, Wash. completed the Officer In-
\\
doctrination School at the Naval Edu-
cation and Training Center, Newport, RI.
Debra joined the Navy Reserves last April.
Todd St. Marie is supervisor of mainte-
nance for Magnuson Management Com-
pany in Bothell, Wash.
Arnie E. Tyler completed the Navy Nu-
clear Power School in Orlando, Fla. in Oc-
tober, and is attending the Nuclear Proto-
type School in Idaho Falls, Idaho until
April. Still another school follows in Coro-
nado, Calif. Melissa (Skaare) writes that
the family enjoys the travels and sights
while Arnie spends his life studying. The
Tylers have three children, Keith, 4, Brit-
tany, 2, and John, 1.
Kerri (Taubenheim) and Bruce Besette
reside in EI Cerrito, Calif. where Kerri
works with the two-year-old contingent
in a local preschool.
1988
Jennifer Jaeger, is sales manager for Lake
Coeur d'Alene Cruises, Inc., a subsidiary
of Hagadone Hospitality, Inc. of Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho. Previously, Jennifer was
in charge of special projects in The Coeur
d' Alene Resort's personnel department.
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HalMime star: John Gould on a breakaway.
John Gould and
Pirate Soccer:
Nothing to Sneeze At
"H e has allergies for just about
everything there is, including
the grass that he plays on," accord-
ing to his soccer coach. He also has
chronic asthma. He must carry an
inhaler on the field with him to re-
lieve frequent attacks, and he can sel-
dom play more than half a game
because of the condition.
In tallying up strikes against him,
let it be noted that he also endured
three years on the losingest soccer
team in the Greater Spokane League.
But this is not a tribute-to-the-hu-
man-character story, a la the no-
legged man crossing the marathon
finish line at midnight to a rousing
ovation and TV crews. It is a story
about the athlete that led all Pacific
Northwest collegiate soccerplayers in
both goals and assists for the 1988
season.
John Gould, Whitworth junior, is
all of the above; an unlikely star
above the regional soccer world.
Gould has collected awards with
nearly the same frequency as goals
and assists. The Pirate center forward
was voted Cascade Division Player
of the Year by the coaches of the
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Northwest Collegiate Soccer Confer-
ence. Gould was also voted to the
first team in NAIA District I, the first
team in the Northwest Conference of
Independent Colleges, and third team
All-American. While at john Rogers
High School in Spokane, Gould
earned All-City honors three years
running, and was named Greater
Spokane League MVP as a senior -
despite his team's last place finish.
At the Community Colleges of
Spokane, Gould was named to the
Community CollegeAll-State team in
each of his two years, and was the
fourth leading scorer in the state his
sophomore year.
Heavily recruited out of junior col-
lege, Gould chose to stay close to
home and attend Whitworth. "I
wanted a small school, and knew the
instructors cared about the students
at Whitworth," the business major
said. "I had also been coached by
Einar before and knew he was a re-
ally good coach and that he knew
how to work with me to help me play
to my potential."
Indeed, Coach Einar Thorar·
insson's abilities as the Pirate men-
tor did not go unrecognized by fel-
low coaches. Thorarinsson was
tabbed NAIA District I Coach of the
Year, and Northwest Conference
Coach of the Year for leading Whit-
worth soccer to a 19-3-2 record, in-
cluding 16 straight wins to close the
season.
For winning the Cascade Division
of the Northwest Collegiate Soccer
Conference the Pirates will be ele-
vated to the highly competitive
Olympic Division next season. The
squad will match skills against some
of the best teams in the country, in-
cluding the University of Portland
(ranked #2 in NCAA Division I last
season), the University of Washing-
ton and Seattle Pacific.
Besides the contributions ofGould,
Thorarinsson cited the leadership of
a solid core of seniors. Midfielder
jeff Frykholm, an NAJA Academic
All-American, was also named to
both the Cascade Division and North-
west Conference All-Star Teams.
"Frykholm's leadership will be
greatly missed," according to Thorar-
insson. Randy Hartman, another
three-team All-Star,and TravisWhite,
listed on two All-Star rosters, played
key roles in Whitworth's success last
season.
But the Pirates are by no means
out of ammunition as they look to-
ward the 1989season. In addition to
Gould, "We have a strong group of
sophomores that have shown they
will be a big factor in our success the
next two years," Thorarinsson points
out.
The third year Whitworth coach
has seen a correlation between the
team's success and recruiting. "The
quality of the kids we are recruiting
has improved considerably. I think
we're on the map now as a soccer
school."
The best recruit Thorarinsson
could hope for would be the other
half of john Gould. A coach can be
forgiven greedy dreams of his star
playing a full 90 minutes: "If he led
the conference playing as little as he
did, it makes you wonder what he
could do if he could play a full
game."
While doctors prescribe new
medications to try to alleviate Gould's
asthma problems, he has learned to
take his physical limitations in stride.
"I've learned to live with it. I can
only try to do my best." And half a
game of john Gould's best beats a full
game from anyone else.
- Andy Sonneland
~
\
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Basketball: Future Investments
W anen Friedrichs made a big in-vestment in futures a year ago
and it's beginning to payoff. The
Whitworth coach put a young team
on the basketball floor through the
1987-88 season, including three so-
phomores in the starting lineup.
But last year s rookies became this
year s veterans. The Pirates have built
on a 15-14season of a year ago - the
first winning season in five years -
to a 15-11NAIA record this season.
More importantly, Whitworth im-
proved its District I record from 6-12
in the last campaign to a fourth place
10-6 this year. The Pirates earned a
playoff berth for the first time since
the 1983-84season, and for only the
second time in the last two decades.
The squad dropped a thriller at
Whitman in the opening round of the
playoffs, but Coach Friedrichs be-
lieves the experience will payoff next
year: "The guys got a taste of what it
takes to win. With all of our starters
and most of the bench returning, ev-
eryone is feeling good about next sea-
son."
Lacking a star performer, the Pi-
rates relied on a balanced attack as
their ticket to success. "Throughout
the season a number of players came
forward with key contributions,"
Coach Friedrichs noted. The fifth
year Whitworth mentor cited the
mental toughness of his team as one
of its main strengths: "Whoever the
opponent, our guys came out expect-
ing to win."
With the completion of his eligi-
bility at the end of January Term, Jon
Eekhoff finished his career as a Pi-
rate and left the team without a sen-
ior in the starting five. Eekhoff saved
some of his best efforts until the end,
including a 25 point, 10rebound fare-
well performance in Whitworth's
upset of previously unbeaten District
I leader Lewis-Clark State on Janu-
ary 24.
Junior guard Todd Martin also had
an outstanding year, leading the team
in scoring with 17.8 points per game
and hitting 61 of 101 shots from be-
yond the 3 point line to place him in
the top five nationally in that cate-
gory. Other Pirates averaging in
double figures were junior forward
Tim Nicholas with 11.4, junior for-
ward Mark McVay with 10.6 and
Eekhoff, who finished his shortened
season with a 12.1 average. Junior
~
\
Looking up: Guards Donna Rodenhurst. '89, and Tara Flugel, '92, get in position.
L
Airborne: Point guard Steve Mlhas, '91,
soars to the hoop for a bucket.
forward Randy Smith became eligible
at the end of January term after trans-
fering from Eastern Washington Uni-
versity and added 17.1 points and a
team-leading 8 rebounds per game.
Although the 1988-89 Pirates are
still young, they proved themselves
to be a .tough, experienced team
whose future has arrived.
New women's coach Juliene B.
Simpson made her investment this
year, building the Lady Pirates from
scratch after last years abbreviated
season.
The former Olympic silver medal-
ist and head coach at Arizona State
assembled a young team and guided
them to rapid improvement: "The
areas we focused on - working hard,
fundamental skills, and tough defense
- kept us in almost every game we
played."
With three freshmen starters,
Whitworth finished in third place in
the Northwest Conference of Inde-
pendent Colleges with an impressive
8-4 record. Freshman guard Tara
Flugel proved to be one of the pre-
mier players in District I, scoring 17.2
points per game and pulling down
an average of 7.1 rebounds.
Coach Simpson is enthusiastic
about the future of women's basket-
ball at Whitworth. With a solid core
of young players returning and the
addition of a few key recruits,
Simpson is confident her team will
improve on its 12-15 overall record
and 4-12District 1mark.
- Andy Sonneland
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Sports Calendar
TRACK AND FIELD
April
1
1
CWU Invitational, 12 noon, at
Ellensburg, Wash.
U ofM Invitational, at Missoula,
l'10nt.
Community Colleges of Spokane
BigfootMulti-events, at Spokane,
Wash.
WWU Invitational, 11 a.m., at
Bellingham, Wash.
SFU District I Multi-events, at
Vancouver, B.C.; Bob Gibb Invi-
tational, at Boise, Idaho
Pelluer Twilight, SFCC, 4 p.m.,
at Spokane, Wash.
U of a Invitational. at Eugene,
Ore.
6 Lewis and Clark College, 1 p.m.,
at Portland, Ore.
7 Lewis and Clark College, 12
noon, at Portland, Ore.
MEN'S TENNIS
April
1
I
Lewis and Clark College, 9:30
a.m., at Portland, Ore.
Pacific University, 2:30 p.m., at
Forest Grove, Ore.
Columbia Basin Community
College, 2:30 p.m., at Whitworth
Gonzaga University, 3:30 p.m.,
at Gonzaga, Spokane, Wash.
Pacific Lutheran University, 9:30
a.m., at Whitworth
Seattle Pacific University, 2:30
p-m-, at Whitworth
Central Washington University,
2:30 p.m., at Ellensburg, Wash.
Eastern Washington University,
3 p.m., at Whitworth
Whitworth Invitational, all day,
at Whitworth
Eastern Washington University,
3 p.m., at Cheney, Wash.
Community Colleges of
Spokane, 3 p.m., at Whitworth
Alumni, at Whitworth
Conference Tournament, all day,
at McMinnville, Ore.
NAIA District I, at Ellensburg,
Wash.
7
8
8
14
19
21
25
28-29
4
7
Sports Notes
Whitworth's first male AlI-Ameri-can since 1971 and fine placings
in the Northwest Conference high-
lighted the 1988 Pirate cross country
season. Junior Jened Gildehaus be-
came Whitworth's fifth All-American
in men's cross country with his 20th
place finish at the national meet last
November. Both the men's and
women's teams made strong show-
ings in the Northwest Conference
meet, with the men taking second and
the women third out of seven teams.
The Whitworth volleyball team
had several new faces this year, in-
duding that of the head coach, Alice
Hardin. The Lady Pirates got off to
an excellent start in the transition year
with an 18-16 overall record, a tie for
second in District I standings, and a
fourth place mark in the Northwest
Conference. Hardin said that "Over-
all we accomplished more than I had
expected. The players made great
adjustments and sacrifices in order to
have such a successful season."
For the first time in five years, a
Whitworth student has passed the
National Athletic Trainers Association
exam. Leonard Norfleet now quali-
fies as a nationally certified athletic
trainer and can work in any area of
athletic training. After earning his
masters in physical therapy, he hopes
to work with elite athletes and do re-
search in sports medicine. Norfleet
attributes his success to the instruc-
tion and encouragement of the Whit-
worth trainers under whom he has
worked.
Whitworth's goal is to head into
the field of women's soccer in 1989.
By adding it to the roster of intercol-
legiate sports this coming fall, the col-
lege hopes to reach a balance between
men's and women's sports. The ath-
letic department should also benefit
from the influx of new talent. The
new team will compete in the North-
west Conference of Independent Col-
leges (NCIC) and in District I of the
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA).
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7-8
8
15-16
28
29
May
5-6 NWC Championships, at
McMinnville, Ore.
12-13 NAJA District I Championships,
at Vancouver, B.C.
25-27 NAJA Nationals, at Azusa Pa-
cific, Los Angeles, Calif.
BASEBALL
AprIl
1
2
Linfield College, 1 p.m., at Whit-
worth
Linfield College, 12 noon, at
Whitworth
Eastern Washington University,
2 p.m., at Cheney, Wash.
Pacific University, 1 p.m., at For-
est Grove, Ore.
Pacific University, 12 noon, at
Forest Grove, Ore.
Lewis-Clark State College, 6
p.m., at Lewiston, Idaho
Willamette University, 1 p.m., at
Whitworth
Willamette University, 12 noon,
at Whitworth
Washington State University,
6:30 p.m.. at Pullman, Wash.
University of Puget Sound, 1
p.m., at Whitworth
University of Puget Sound, 12
noon, at Whitworth
Central Washington University,
1 p.m., at Ellensburg, Wash.
Pacific Lutheran University, 1
p.m., at Tacoma, Wash.
Pacific Lutheran University, 12
noon, at Tacoma, Wash.
8
8
11
12
14-15
18
19
22
28-29
5-7
WOMEN'S TENNIS
April
4 Community Colleges of
Spokane, at SFCC, Spokane,
Wash.
Whitman College, 3 p.m., at
Walla Walla, Wash.
Walla Walla Community Col-
lege, at Walla Walla, Wash.
Lewis and Clark College, 2 p.m.,
at Walla Walla, Wash.
Whitworth Invitational, all day,
at Whitworth
Washington State University, 3
p.m., at Whitworth
Pacific University, 2:30 p.m., at
Whitworth
Community Colleges of
Spokane, 3 p.m., at Whitworth
NCIC Tourney at PLU, all day,
at Tacoma, Wash.
May
5-7 NAJA District I Tourney, all day,
at Ellensburg, Wash.
4
8
9
13
15
16
19
22
23
26
29
30
May
3 Central Washington University,
3 p.m., at Whitworth
-QUEST
INTERNATIONAL
WANTS YOU
... TO SAVE
50% OFF
YOUR HOTEL
BILLS EVERY
TIME YOU
TRAVEL!
YOU CAN STAY at over 1,200 fine
hotels and motels across the U.S.,
Canada and the Caribbean and
pay just half the standard room
rate ~ for a night, a weekend or
your whole vacation!
THE WHITWORTH ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION offers you
membership for only $19.95 a
year. You'll receive a membership
card, instructions and a directory
of participating hotels - Holiday
Inn, Hilton or any of a dozen
well-known chains.
A 9D DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
means you have nothing to lose.
So enroll today' A portion of
your fee goes to the Alumni
Association.
TO ENROLL, simply call (509)
453-1666. You can pay with
your credit card or request an
application form. For more
information, write to "Whitworth
Quest Offer," P.O. Box 871,
Yakima,WA 98907.
TOUR FRANGE!
with Pierrette Gustoisoi:
Tour France this summer with Pierrette Gustafson) associate-professor of
modern languages. Join Pierrene. her hu·sband Gary Gustafson (167), and
Eric Benson (70) for twenty-one days of history and cUlture"'~""",,,,,
~ L., ~
• Mont St. Michel • World's.Fastcst.Traln from Avigtlon tg Paris
• Normandy Invasion Beaches • River Sein ~e on Bastine Day
Las Cp··.. h ..• caux ave, amtmgs ;...'¢~.a.~1t
The t~lIr runs from Iune 25 thru July lS.lo<THe price of $2,750~ inciu~
round trip air fare from Seattle, hotels, daily breakfasts, h.r.e lunches,
thirteen dinners, sightseeing, tips and taxes, and pre-departure
orientations. ~, ~
Registration is due very soon so call Eric Benson in Seattle at (ZO'6~
937-9106 or PierretceGustafsonin Spokaneat (509) 448-25~4 immedi-
ately for information. For registration materials, write to EAR Tours, 6055
35th s.w. #304, Seattle,WA98126.
"Per person; double occupancy, based on foreign exchange rates in effect Oct.
1988. Limlted'to 30 participants. Price subject to change.
The President's Journal
Continued From Page 34
Jan. 31·Feb. 1, Washington, D.C••
lt was my first meeting of the Chris-
tian College Coalition, and 1 was
greeted warmly, especially by Louis
and Colleen Evans. He is pastor of
Washington's National Presbyterian
Church. Over dinner they told me
how pleased they were about Whit-
worth College, because their son,
who's earned a PhD. and is now get-
ting his MD., had such a good expe-
rience at Whitworth. They were re-
ally tooting our horn. CCC is en-
couraging Christian college faculties
to carry on more public scholarship
and be more known for academic
quality. I applaud that.
Feb. 2, on Capitol Hill - The presi-
dents from Washington state private
colleges met with Senator Slade Gor-
ton and several of our representatives.
We had a very open discussion of the
issues, including financial aid, and
chances to have some of those things
fixed.
Feb. 14, on campus - My part of the
Human Sexuality Week program was
a talk on "Ethics and Meaning in
Human Sexual Relationships." Sen-
ior Dave Jewett sent me a note the
next day to say he was challenged by
it. "You presented ethics/rules in a
positive way" he wrote, "and rules
tend to be anathema to college stu-
dents. Perhaps it's a sign I'm switch-
ing to the 'What kind of person do I
want to be' question."
Later dates:
March 21, speaking on "Future Di-
rection for Church-Related Colleges"
at Seattle Presbytery.
April 20, Olympia Presbytery.
April 25, Central Washington Pres-
bytery, Walla Walla.
May 14, Commencement, Spokane
Opera House.
June 4, preaching, First Presbyterian
Church, Centralia.
June 6-14, General Assembly, Phi-
ladelphia, Pa., the 200th Anniversary
of .the Presbyterian Church. (We'll
hold an alumni event in the area while
I'm there.)
June 21, preaching, Synod of Alaska-
Northwest, on campus.
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Tenth sister school: Signing agreement with Hokuriku Gakuln Junior College of Japan are
(from left) Ms. Kelko Osuml, chair of the English dept., Mr. Tsutomu Hirayama, business
manager, Ms. Virginia Deter, member of the board at Hokuriku, and President De Jong.
Seventy students from the Christian women's school will be on campus this summer.
Editor's note: The words of theGreat Commission, "Go into all the
world and preach the Gospel ..." could
have been written into the job·description
for a Whitworth College president. Half
of President Arthur De fong's time is
spent on the road on behalf of the college
and its mission. In this inaugural issue
of the new Whitworth Today, we begin a
new feature reflecting that reality - The
President's [ournal - to give readers a
glimpse into the activities and people that
fill a college president's calendar, and his
reflections on his experiences.
Dec. 1, 1988, Seattle· After calls in
California, I flew north to join Dale
Bailey, head of Independent Colleges
of Washington, in calls on Seattle busi-
ness leaders for gifts to this fund-rais-
ing consortium of the state's ten pri-
vate colleges. We all benefit from this
joint effort.
Dec. 3, Anchorage, Alaska· Fog pre-
vented a scheduled Spokane stop, so,
with a suitcase full of Southern Cali-
fornia clothes, I went straight to
Alaska. At the hotel, a bellman told
me it was the coldest day in seven
years. My luck! As expected, the
Northwest Association of Schools and
Colleges officially renewed Whit-
worth's accreditation for another ten
years. The evaluation committee
commended our "clearly articulated
goals and mission" and "congruence
between words and deeds [that] pro-
vides a sense of direction and pur-
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pose that is remarkable." We are tak-
ing to heart their suggestions for li-
brary improvement, curricular
streamlining and more active fund-
raising programs.
Dec. 20, Seattle· The Seattle Pres-
bytery invited me over to speak. Our
ties to the Seattle Presbytery have a
long and significant history. Fog again
prevented flying home, and as Vice-
President for Development Brad
Hunter and I were driving our rental
car east on 1-90, we were in a rnulti-
car mishap set off by a jack-knifed
semi truck. As we shivered in the car
waiting for it all to be unraveled, a
kind man braved the cold to bring us
hot coffee from his thermos. It was
truly the Biblical "cup of [hot] wa-
ter."
Dec. 22, Atlanta, Georgia . The De
Jong family Christmas shows you the
size of our world. Joyce and I were in
Atlanta and then Ohio with our old-
est son and our daughter's family.
Another son and his wife were in
Hong Kong for the holidays with her
parents, who are there teaching on
sabbatical. Our third son was in
Wales with his wife's family. That's
what the world is like, these days.
Jan. 2-6, 1989, Marco Island, Flor-
ida· The theme of the Council for In-
dependent Colleges Presidents' Insti-
tute was "Values, Society and the Col-
lege." Sharon Parks, Whitworth
alumna of '64, now at Harvard, gave
a keynote address on formation of val-
ues by students. She used illustra-
tions from Whitworth - Forum and
our chaplain's and student life pro-
grams - as examples of her phrase
"meaning-making." She was using
Whitworth as a model for helping stu-
dents develop their value system, and
saying this is the essence of the pri-
vate church-related college. She was
very good and people were really tak-
ing notes.
In another session, the conference
planners asked me to talk about my
sabbatical and my writing on church-
related colleges. They wanted to
show presidents as scholars who take
time for research and reflection.
Jan. 22, HonolulU, Hawaii· The inau-
gural address was in my thoughts
when I preached at First Presbyterian
Church of Honolulu. The president's
call for a higher ethical standard
prompted me to ask what model we,
as Christians, should offer. In Acts,
we read that people waited for the
apostles to pass, hoping at least Pe-
ter's shadow would fall on them. Our
shadow falls on people, too, and we
need to be very aware of the uncon-
scious witnessing Christians do and
be models of righteousness and com-
passion.
This is Trustee Bob Owens' church,
a very worshipful church. Bob's been
there for 12 years. I went to present a
Presidential Commendation to him
for dedication to Christian higher
education and effectiveness as
preacher, teacher and administrator.
Jan. 22·27, travel in the islands •
This was my first time in Hawaii, and
likely only the beginning of Pacific
Rim travel for me as president. The
center of gravity in world commerce
has shifted from the Hudson River to
the West Coast. On my next trip I'll
visit our sister institutions in Thai-
land, China, Japan and Korea. I'm
overdue, because these colleges come
to visit us and they are very inter-
ested in linkage.
The Japanese were in Hawaii by
the busloads. It impresses me that
they all know some English. They
are giving themselves the tools to
understand our culture, but we don't
know theirs. That's why our pro-
posed cross-cultural master's pro-
gram will be so important.
Continued on Page 33
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dOIN WHITWORTH ALUMNI FOR
3 DAYS AND 2 NIGHTS
OF WHITE WATER RAFTING ON THE
BEAUTIFUL lOWER SALMON RIVER
dULY 21 .23,1989
Experience the thrill of white water rafting in some of the most spectacular
scenery you will ever see. Bask in the sun on broad, sandy beaches. Swim in
warm, tranquil pools.
The cost of $336· per person includes delicious meals, camping and rafting
equipment, and experienced river guides. Just bring your personal items and your
appetite. And don't forget your camera!
Sponsored by the Whitworth Foundation and the Whitworth Alumni
Association. For more information call: 466-3217, or 1-800-532-4668 (inside
Washington), 1-800-533-4668 (outside Washington).
For an adventure you will never forget, return this coupon to: PaulViren
AlumniRelationsDirector
Whitworth College
Spokane,WA99251
o Yes,I would liketo come. Pleasesendme the details.
o Pleasesend memore information.
Name ~ Phone
Address Zip Code _
* Price contingent on a minimum group of20. Includes sales tax.
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The Whitworth
BOOK
STORE
Show your true colors! Celebrate
the Whitworth College centennial
with a gift from the bookstore.
A License Plate Frame.
Silver with red lettering. '5.50
B Centennial Tee-cup. 100% Cotton white t-shirt
with full color logo comes inside plastic centennial
cup. 5, M, L, XL. '10.25
C Centennial Sweatshirt. 50% Cotton 50%
Polyester white sweatshirt with full color logo.
5, M, L, XL. '18.25
D Whitworth Sweatshirt with college seal. 50%
Cotton, 50% Polyester. Black, Red or Grey.
5, M, L, XL. '18.25
E Cross Pen with college seal. 10k gold '23.75.
Black '17.25
F
G
Cross Pen and Pencil set with college seal.
10k gold '47.50. Black '34.50
Centennial Boxer Shorts. 100% cotton white
shorts with blue, bright pink or green logos.
5, M, L, XL. One pair '7.50. Two pair '13.50
H Whitworth College Golf Cap. One size fits all.
Red, Black and White. '8.50
ORDER FORM
Make checks payable to Whitworth Bookstore.
Send to Spokane, Washington 99251.
Add $4.00 for shipping and handling. Allow 3
weeks for delivery. (Listed prices include 7.8%
Washingfon sales tax).
Name _
Address _
City, State, Zip _
o Visa 0 Mastercard # _
Expiration date: Phone# _
Signature _
Quantity
o License Plate Frame
o Centennial Tee-Cup. size:_
o Centennial Sweatshirt. size:_
o Whitworth Sweatshirt. size:
Color: 0 crimson 0 grey
o Cross Pen 0 10k gold 0 black
o Cross Pen & Pencil set.
o 10k gold 0 black
o Centennial Boxers. size:
o Whitworth Golf Cap.
Color: 0 red 0 black 0 white
